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In the first part of the paper, we give an explicit algorithm tocompute the (genus zero)
Gromov-Witten invariants of blow-ups of an arbitrary convex projective variety in
some points if one knows the Gromov-Witten invariants of theoriginal variety. In the
second part, we specialize to blow-ups ofPr and show that many invariants of these
blow-ups can be interpreted as numbers of rational curves onPr having specified
global multiplicities or tangent directions in the blown-up points. We give various
numerical examples, including a new easy way to determine the famous multiplicity
d�3 for d-fold coverings of rational curves on the quintic threefold, and, as an out-
look, two examples of blow-ups along subvarieties, whose Gromov-Witten invariants
lead to classical multisecant formulas.

Over the last few years, Gromov-Witten invariants of smoothprojective varieties have
become a powerful tool in enumerative geometry. Originallyapplicable only to convex
varieties where the spaces of stable maps have the expected dimension, the theory is
now well-developed for all varieties using virtual fundamental classes [LT], [BF], [B].

There are at least two motivations to look at Gromov-Witten invariants of blow-ups.
Firstly, a blow-upX̃ of a convex varietyX provides an easy example for a non-convex
variety, in the sense that one has reasonably good control over the stable maps with
h1(C; f �TX̃) 6= 0 since they all must be such that they intersect the exceptional divisor.
Hence this gives a good class of examples where one can study the effects of virtual
fundamental classes on Gromov-Witten theory. Secondly, curves on the blowupX̃
of a varietyX are closely related to curves onX. At least for irreducible curves not
contained in the exceptional divisor, the strict transformof curves gives a correspon-
dence between curves iñX of specified homology class and curves inX intersecting
the blown-up variety with a given (global) multiplicity. Hence, being able to calculate
Gromov-Witten invariants of blow-ups, one can hope to solveenumerative problems
on X involving multiplicity conditions at the blown-up variety.

Apart from the last section of this chapter, we will only be concerned with blow-ups
of points, since both the calculation and the question of enumerative significance get
very complicated in the case of blow-ups of general subvarieties. Everything will be
done overC and for curves of genus zero.

We first address the question of how one can compute the Gromov-Witten invariants
of blow-ups. For any convex varietyX, we state and prove an explicit algorithm to
reconstruct all invariants of̃X from those ofX in section 2. Directly from the algorithm,
many of the invariants of̃X can be seen to vanish or to coincide with others ofX. This
is done in section 3. For example, we will show in corollary 3.2 that the equality
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holds forβ 2 A1(X) andγi 2 A�(X), wherep : X̃ ! X is the blow-up andE0 the class
of a line in the exceptional divisor. As curves iñX with homology classp�β�E0
correspond to curves inX with homology classβ intersecting the blown-up point with
multiplicity one, both these invariants are supposed to count curves onX of classβ
intersecting generic subvarieties representing theγi and one additional point inX. If
the left invariant in fact counts these curves (which is the case e.g. forX = Pr by
the Bertini lemma), then the right invariant also does, and we call this invariant oñX
enumerativeas it has the expected geometric meaning.

In general, ifX̃ = X̃(s) is the blow-up ofX at s generic pointsP1; : : : ;Ps, we will call
an invariant onX̃ of the form

I X̃
p�β+e1E0

1+���+esE0
s
(p�γ1
 : : :
 p�γn)

with all ei � 0 enumerative if it counts the number of curves onX of classβ intersecting
generic subvarieties representing theγi , and in addition passing through eachPi with
global multiplicity�ei (see definition 4.1). One would then expect these curves to
have�ei smooth local branches at every pointPi.

The question whether such a given invariant onX̃ is enumerative or not is in general
very difficult. We will discuss this question in the caseX̃ = P̃r (s) in sections 4 to 6.
The results are as follows:� If s= 1 then all invariants oñX are enumerative. This is shown in theorem 5.3.� If r = 3, s� 4, and the invariant contains only point classes as incidence con-

ditions, then this invariant is enumerative, except for some few cases discussed
below. This is shown in theorem 6.4.� If r = 3 and the invariant contains not only point classes, then it is in general not
enumerative. This is discussed in section 4.� If r � 4 ands� 2, then the invariants are “almost never” enumerative. Thisis
discussed in section 4.

In addition, Göttsche and Pandharipande [GP] showed independently that almost all
invariants are enumerative ifr = 2. Taking all these results together, the main point
left open is the caser = 3 ands� 5.

In section 7 we show that Gromov-Witten invariants of blow-ups can also be used to
count numbers of curves inX = Pr satisfying certain tangency conditions: the number
of curves inX of classβ intersecting generic representatives of classesγi 2 A�(X),
and passing in addition through a given pointP2 X with tangent direction in a given
k-codimensional subspace ofTX;P is equal to

I X̃
p�β�E0(p�γ1
 : : :
 p�γn
�(�E)k+1) if k< r�1;

IX
β (γ1
 : : :
 γn
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2)�2I X̃

p�β�2E0(p�γ1
 : : :
 p�γn) if k= r�1;
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see theorem 7.1. Various numerical examples of our results can be found in section
8. This also includes a very interesting case of non-enumerative invariants in example
8.5, namely

I P̃3(2)
dp�H 0�dE0

1�dE0
2
(1) = d�3

whereH 0 is the class of a line inP3 and the notation 12 A�(X)


0 means that there are
no cohomology classes in the invariant. This invariant can be shown to coincide with
the famous multiplicity with which multiple coverings get counted in the Gromov-
Witten invariants of the quintic threefold. Thus our algorithm to compute Gromov-
Witten invariants of blow-ups gives a new easy way to reproduce this result.

We conclude our work with two easy examples of Gromov-Witteninvariants of blow-
ups of subvarieties in section 9. In the case of the blow-up ofa space curveY � P3,
we reproduce the well-known (possibly virtual) number of 3-secants ofY intersecting
a fixed line, and the number of 4-secants ofY. In the case of the blow-up of an abelian
surface inP4, we reproduce the well-known result that the generic abelian surface inP4 has 25 6-secants.

This work is part of my PhD thesis written at the University ofHannover. I would like
to thank my advisor Prof. K. Hulek for invaluable support andmany helpful discus-
sions. My work has been inspired by my visit of A. Beauville inParis, the conference
on enumerative geometry in Rome 1997, the AMS Santa Cruz conference 1995, and
in particular by my stay at the Mittag-Leffler institute last spring during the year on
“Enumerative geometry and its interactions with theoretical physics”. My work has
partly been financed by the project HCM ERBCHRXCT 940557 (AGE).

1 Preliminaries

We start by describing the setup and the notation that will beused throughout the
work. For a complex smooth projective varietyX of dimensionr, we denote byAi(X)Ai(X)Ai(X)
the algebraic part ofH2i(X) modulo torsion and byAi(X)Ai(X)Ai(X) the algebraic part ofH2i(X)
modulo torsion. These are finitely generated abelian groups. The classes inAi(X) will
be said to havecodimensioni. By abuse of notation, we will often denote a subvariety
of X and its fundamental class inA�(X) or A�(X) (via Poincaré duality) by the same
symbol if no confusion can result. The intersection productof two elementsγ, γ0 in
A�(X) (or A�(X) via Poincaré duality) will be denotedγ � γ0. The class of a point will
be denotedpt. If X = Pr , the hyperplane class will be calledHHH 2 A1(X), and the class
of a line will be calledH 0H 0H 0 2 A1(X).
Forβ2A1(X) an effective homology class andn� 0, we denote as usual bȳM0;n(X;β)
the moduli spaces of stable maps of genus zero toX [BM], and byevi : M̄0;n(X;β)!X
the evaluation maps. We will sometimes associate to a stablemap(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) 2
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M̄0;n(X;β) a topologyτ, by which we mean the homeomorphism class of then-pointed
topological space(C;x1; : : : ;xn) together with the data of the homology classesf�[Ci℄2
A1(X) on each irreducible componentCi of C. This definition can be made much more
precise and formal using the language of graphs [BM], however then the notation is
likely to get very messy, so we will not make use of it.

These moduli spaces of stable maps possess an expected dimension

vdim M̄0;n(X;β)vdim M̄0;n(X;β)vdim M̄0;n(X;β) :=�KX �β+ r +n�3

and avirtual fundamental class [M̄0;n(X;β)℄virt 2 Avdim M̄0;n(X;β)(M̄0;n(X;β)) [LT],

[BF], [B]. This class is constructed using the obstructionsH1(C; f �TX) for stable maps(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) 2 M̄0;n(X;β). In particular, if these obstructions vanish for all stable
maps in the moduli space, then the virtual fundamental classcoincides with the usual
one. There exists a local version of this property too, whichfollows immediately from
the construction:

Lemma 1.1 Let (C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) 2 M̄0;n(X;β) be a stable map withh1(C; f �TX) =
0. Then(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) lies in a unique irreducible componentZ of M̄0;n(X;β) of
dimensionvdim M̄0;n(X;β), and if R denotes the union of all the other irreducible
components, then[M̄0;n(X;β)℄virt = [Z℄+some cycle supported onR: 2
We now come to Gromov-Witten invariants. Ifγ1; : : : ;γn 2 A�(X) are classes onX, the
associated Gromov-Witten invariant is

IX
β (γ1
 : : :
 γn)IX
β (γ1
 : : :
 γn)IX
β (γ1
 : : :
 γn) := (ev�1γ1 � : : : �ev�nγn) � [M̄0;n(X;β)℄virt 2 Q

if ∑n
i=1codim γi = vdim M̄0;n(X;β), and zero otherwise.

Concerning the notation, we will often drop the superscriptX. To shorten notation,
we will often writeT = γ1
 : : :
 γn and callT 2 (A�(X))


n a collection of classes.
Correspondingly, we writeev�T for ev�1γ1 � : : : �ev�nγn. If X = Pr , the invariantIβ(T ) is
also denoted byId(T ), whereβ = d H0.
We now review briefly the relations among these invariants (see e.g. [FP]), mainly to
fix notation for the splitting axiom.

Proposition 1.2 Properties of Gromov-Witten invariants

(i) (Mapping to a point) If β= 0, then the invariant is equal to the triple intersection
product:

I0(γ1
 : : :
 γn) =(
γ1 � γ2 � γ3 if n= 3 and∑i codim γi = r,

0 otherwise.
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(ii) (Fundamental class)If β 6= 0 and the invariant contains the fundamental class
of X, then the invariant is zero:

Iβ(X
T ) = 0 for all T and allβ 6= 0.

(iii) (Divisor axiom) If β 6= 0 andγ 2 A1(X) is a divisor, then

Iβ(γ
T ) = (γ �β) Iβ(T ) for all T .

(iv) (Splitting axiom) Choose a homogeneous basisB = fT0; : : : ;Tqg of A�(X), de-
fineg= (gi j ) to be the intersection matrix

gi jgi jgi j =(
Ti �Tj if codim Ti +codim Tj = r,

0 otherwise,

and let g�1 = (gi jgi jgi j ) be the inverse matrix. Chooseβ 2 A1(X), four classes
µ1; : : : ;µ4 2 A�(X) and a collectionT = γ1
 : : :
 γn of classes such that

n

∑
i=1

codim γi + 4

∑
i=1

codim µi =�KX �β+ r +n:
Then we have the equation

0= Iβ(T 
µ1
µ2
µ3 �µ4)+ Iβ(T 
µ3
µ4
µ1 �µ2)�Iβ(T 
µ1
µ3
µ2 �µ4)� Iβ(T 
µ2
µ4
µ1 �µ3)+ ∑
β1;β2 6=0

∑T1;T2

∑
i; j gi j

�
Iβ1

(T1
µ1
µ2
Ti) Iβ2
(T2
µ3
µ4
Tj)�Iβ1

(T1
µ1
µ3
Ti) Iβ2
(T2
µ2
µ4
Tj)�

where the sum is taken over� all effective classesβ1;β2 2 A1(X) with β1+β2 = β,� all T1 = γi1 
 : : :
 γin1
andT2 = γ j1 
 : : :
 γ jn2

such thati1 < � � � < in1,

j1 < � � �< jn2, andfi1; : : : ; in1g �[ f j1; : : : ; jn2g= f1; : : : ;ng (i.e. “the classes
of T get distributed in all possible ways onto the two factors”),� all 0� i; j � q.

In the sequel we will call this equationEβ(T ; µ1;µ2 j µ3;µ4)Eβ(T ; µ1;µ2 j µ3;µ4)Eβ(T ; µ1;µ2 j µ3;µ4).
Now let p : X̃ = X̃(s)! X be the blow-up ofX at s generic pointsP1; : : : ;Ps2 X, and
let Ei be the exceptional divisors. Fix a homogeneous basisBBB = fT0; : : : ;Tqg of A�(X)
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of increasing codimension such thatT0 = X is the fundamental class andTq = pt. If
we defineTq+1; : : : ;Tq̃ with q̃= q+s(r�1) to be the classes

Ek
i 2 A�(X̃) where 1� i � s;1� k� r�1

(in any order), then B̃̃B̃B = fp�T1; : : : ; p�Tq;Tq+1; : : : ;Tq̃g
is a homogeneous basis ofA�(X̃). We call the classesp�T1; : : : ; p�Tq non-exceptional
andTq+1; : : : ;Tq̃ exceptional. A collection of classesT will be called non-exceptional
if all its classes are non-exceptional. Since the Gromov-Witten invariants are multi-
linear in the cohomology classes, we will for computationalpurposes only consider
invariants of the formIβ(T ) whereT is of the formT = Tj1
 : : :
Tjn.

In terms of the basis̃B, the intersection theory oñX is given by

p�Tj � p�Tj 0 = p�(Tj �Tj 0)
p�Tj �Ek

i = 0

Ek
i �Ek0

i0 = δi;i0Ek+k0
i

Er
i = (�1)r�1pt

for 1� j; j 0 � q; 1� i; i0 � s; 1� k;k0 � r�1. If there is no danger of confusion, we
will write the classesp�T1; : : : ; p�Tq simply asT1; : : : ;Tq.

The homology groupA1(X̃) has a canonical decomposition

A1(X̃) = A1(X)�ZE0
1��� ��ZE0

s

whereE0
iE0
iE0
i denotes the class of a line in the exceptional divisorEi

�= Pr�1, such thatE0
i =�(�Ei)r�1 via Poincaré duality. We denote thes+1 projections onto the summands

of the above decomposition byd : A1(X̃)! A1(X)d : A1(X̃)! A1(X)d : A1(X̃)! A1(X) ande1; : : : ;es : A1(X̃)! Ze1; : : : ;es : A1(X̃)! Ze1; : : : ;es : A1(X̃)! Z, and we
sete= e1+ � � �+ese= e1+ � � �+ese= e1+ � � �+es. If X = Pr , we will identify A1(X) with Z in the obvious way and
considerd as a functiond : A1(X̃)! Z.

For a homology classβ 2 A1(X̃), we calld(β) thenon-exceptional partande(β) the
exceptional part. The classβ is called anon-exceptional classif ei(β) = 0 for all
i and apurely exceptional classif d(β) = 0 andei(β) 6= 0 for at least onei. For a
homology classβ 2 A1(X), we will denote the corresponding non-exceptional class in
A1(X̃) also byβ.

The canonical divisor oñX is given byKX̃ = p�KX +(r�1)E (see [GH] section 1.4),
hence the virtual dimension of the moduli spaceM̄0;n(X;β) is

vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β) =�KX̃ �β+n+ r�3= vdim M̄0;n(X;d(β))+(r�1)e(β):
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2 Calculation of the invariants

The aim of this section is to prove the following.

Theorem 2.1 Let X be a convex variety and̃X the blow-up ofX at some points. Then
there exists an explicit algorithm to compute the Gromov-Witten invariants ofX̃ from
those ofX.

The computation is done in three steps. Firstly, we show in lemma 2.2 that all invariants
I X̃
β (T ) with β andT non-exceptional are actually equal to the corresponding invariants

on X. Secondly, in lemma 2.4 we compute the invariantsI X̃
β (T ) with β purely ex-

ceptional using a technique similar to the First Reconstruction Theorem of Kontsevich
and Manin. Thirdly, we state and prove an algorithm that allows one to compute all
Gromov-Witten invariants oñX recursively from those obtained in the first two steps.

Lemma 2.2 Let T = Tj1
 : : :
Tjn be a collection of non-exceptional classes and let
β 2 A1(X) be a non-exceptional homology class. Then

I X̃
β (T ) = IX

β (T ):
In this case we will say that the invariantI X̃

β (T ) is induced by X.

Proof Consider the commutative diagram

M̄0;n(X̃;β) φ
//

evi
��

M̄0;n(X;β)
evi

��

X̃
p

// X

for 1� i � n. First we show thatφ�[M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt = [M̄0;n(X;β)℄virt : sinceX is con-
vex, M̄0;n(X;β) is a smooth stack of the expected dimensiond = vdim M̄0;n(X;β).
Let Z1; : : : ;Zk be the connected components ofM̄0;n(X;β), so thatAd(M̄0;n(X;β)) =Q [Z1℄��� ��Q [Zk℄. Since vdimM̄0;n(X̃;β) = d, we must therefore have

φ�[M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt = α1[Z1℄+ � � �+αk[Zk℄
for someαi 2 Q .

To see that allαi = 1, pick a stable mapCi 2 Zi whose image does not intersect the
blown-up points. Thenφ�1(Ci) consists of exactly one stable mapC̃i , and the map
φ : M̄0;n(X̃;β)! M̄0;n(X;β) is a local isomorphism around the pointC̃i . HenceC̃i is a
smooth point of an irreducible componentZ̃i of M̄0;n(X̃;β). Denote byR̃i the union of
the other irreducible components of̄M0;n(X̃;β). Then, by lemma 1.1,[M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt = [Z̃i℄+some cycle supported oñRi:
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Now, sinceφ : Z̃i ! Zi is a local isomorphism around̃Ci , we haveφ�[Z̃i ℄ = [Zi℄. How-
ever, the pushforward of ad-cycle supported oñRi will give no contribution toαi sinceCi and thereforeZi is not contained in the image of̃Ri underφ. We conclude that all
αi = 1 and that therefore

φ�[M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt = [Z1℄+ � � �+[Zk℄= [M̄0;n(X;β)℄= [M̄0;n(X;β)℄virt :
To complete the proof, note that by the projection formula

I X̃
β (T ) = (∏

i
ev�i p�Tj i) � [M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt= (∏

i
φ�ev�i Tj i) � [M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt= (∏

i
ev�i Tj i ) �φ�[M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt= (∏

i
ev�i Tj i ) � [M̄0;n(X;β)℄virt= IX

β (T ): 2
Remark 2.3 This lemma is actually the only point in the proof of theorem 2.1 where
the convexity ofX is needed. Hence, one can formulate the theorem also in the follow-
ing, more general way:

Let X be a smooth projective variety and̃X the blow-up ofX at some points. There
exists an explicit algorithm to compute all Gromov-Witten invariantsI X̃

β (T ) of X̃ from
those whereβ andT are non-exceptional.

The proof would be literally the same, just skipping lemma 2.2. In fact, it may even be
that lemma 2.2 also holds for non-convexX, but I do not know how to prove it in this
case.

Lemma 2.4 Let T = Tj1 
 : : :
 Tjn with Tj i 2 B̃ be a collection of classes and let
β 2 A1(X̃) be a purely exceptional homology class. Then

(i) If β is not of the formd �E0
i for d > 0 and some1� i � s, then I X̃

β (T ) = 0.
Moreover, the invariant can only be non-zero if all classes in T are exceptional
with support in the exceptional divisorEi.

(ii) I X̃
E0

i
(Er�1

i 
Er�1
i ) = 1 for all 1� i � s.

(iii) All other invariants with purely exceptional homology class can be computed
recursively.
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Proof

(i) This follows easily from the fact that a Gromov-Witten invariantI X̃
β (T ) is always

zero if there is no stable map in̄M0;n(X̃;β) satisfying the conditions given byT .

(ii) Note thatM̄0;2(X̃;E0
i ) �= M̄0;2(Pr�1;1) and that this space is of the expected di-

mension (which is 2r�2), hence we do not need virtual fundamental classes to
compute this invariant. Choose two curvesY1;Y2 � X intersecting transversally
at the blown-up pointPi , and letγ1;γ2 2 Ar�1(X) be their cohomology classes.
Let Ỹk be the strict transform ofYk for k = 1;2. ThenỸ1 andỸ2 intersectEi

transversally at different points, so the invariant

I X̃
E0

i
([Ỹ1℄
 [Ỹ2℄) = I X̃

E0
i
((γ1+(�Ei)r�1)
 (γ2+(�Ei)r�1))

simply counts the number of lines inEi through two points inEi , which is 1.
Therefore, by the multilinearity of the Gromov-Witten invariants and by (i) we
conclude that

I X̃
E0

i
(Er�1

i 
Er�1
i ) = I X̃

E0
i
((γ1+(�Ei)r�1)
 (γ2+(�Ei)r�1))= 1:

(iii) (This is essentially the First Reconstruction Theorem of Kontsevich and Manin,
see [KM].) As in (ii) we assume that̃X = P̃r (1) and that we want to compute the
invariant Id E0(E j1
 : : :
E jn) for somed and somej i. Consider the equationEd E0(T ; Ea;Eb j Ec;E) for someT consisting of exceptional classes and for
some 2� a� r�1, 2� b� r�1, 1� c� r�1:

0= Id E0(T 
Ea
Eb
Ec �E) (1)+ Id E0(T 
Ec
E
Ea �Eb) (2)� Id E0(T 
Ea
Ec
Eb �E) (3)� Id E0(T 
Eb
E
Ea �Ec) (4)+ (terms with homology classesd0E0 with d0 < d): (5)

We want to compute the invariants by induction on the degreed and on the num-
ber of non-divisorial classes in the invariant. Obviously,the terms in (5) have
lower degree and those in (2) and (4) have same degree but a smaller number of
non-divisorial classes than (1). The degree of (3) is equal to that of (1), and its
number of non-divisorial classes is not bigger than that of (1). In any case, we
can write

Id E0(T 
Ea
Eb
Ec+1) = Id E0(T 
Ea
Eb+1
Ec)+ (recursively known terms):
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Thus if a Gromov-Witten invariant contains at least three non-divisorial classes,
we can use this equation repeatedly to expressId E0(T 
Ea
Eb
Ec+1) in
terms ofId E0(T 
Ea
Eb+c
E) (and recursively known terms), which again
has fewer non-divisorial classes. This makes the inductionwork and reduces
everything to invariants with at most two non-divisorial classes. However, since
vdim M̄0;n(X̃;d E0) = (r � 1)d+ r + n� 3 and each class has codimension at
mostr, it is easy to check that the only such invariant is the one calculated in (ii).2

We now come to the main part of the proof of theorem 2.1, namelythe algorithm
to compute all invariants oñX from those calculated so far. We will first state the
algorithm in such a way that it can be programmed easily on a computer, and afterwards
give the proof that it really does the job. Many numbers computed using this algorithm
can be found in section 8.

From now on, Gromov-Witten invariants will always be onX̃ unless otherwise stated,
so we will often write them asIβ(T ) instead ofI X̃

β (T ).
Algorithm 2.5 Suppose one wants to calculate an invariantI X̃

β (T ). Assume that the
invariant is not induced byX and thatβ is not purely exceptional. We may assume with-
out loss of generality that the sum of the codimensions of thenon-exceptional classes
in T is at leastr + 1 (hence in particular that there are at least two non-exceptional
classes) — otherwise choose a divisorρ 2 B with ρ �β 6= 0 (such aρ exists becauseβ
is not purely exceptional) and useT 
ρ


(r+1) instead ofT , which gives essentially
the same invariant by the divisor axiom.

We can further assume without loss of generality thatT contains no exceptional divisor
class and that the classesTj1; : : : ;Tjn in T are ordered such that the non-exceptional
classes are exactlyTj1; : : : ;Tjm, wherecodim Tj1 � �� � � codim Tjm. In particular,Tj1

andTj2 are two non-exceptional classes with maximal codimension in T .

We now distinguish the following three cases.

(A) n> m, i.e. Tjn = Ek
i (for some1� i � s, 2� k� r�1) is an exceptional class.

Then use the equationEβ(T 0 ; Tj1;Tj2 j Ei ;Ek�1
i ) whereT 0 = Tj3
 : : :
Tjn�1:

(B) n= m (i.e. there is no exceptional class inT ), Tj1 = pt andcodim Tj2 � 2. Then
chooseµ;ν 2 B such thatcodim µ= 1, codim ν = r�1, andµ�ν 6= 0. Since the
invariant to be computed is not induced byX, there is ani 2 f1; : : : ;sg such that
Ei �β 6= 0. Use the equationEβ(T 0 ; µ;ν j Ei ;Tj2) whereT 0 = Tj3
 : : :
Tjn:
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(C) n= m, and it is not true thatTj1 = pt andcodim Tj2 � 2. Then again there is an
i 2 f1; : : : ;sg such thatEi �β 6= 0. Use the equationEβ+E0

i
(T 0 ; Tj1;Tj2 j Ei ;Er�1

i ) whereT 0 = Tj3
 : : :
Tjn:
Here, “use equationE” means: the Gromov-Witten invariantIβ(T ) to be calculated
appears inE linearly with non-zero coefficient. Solve this equation forIβ(T ) and
compute recursively with the same rules all other invariants in this equation that are
not already known.

Proof (of theorem 2.1) Suppose we want to compute an invariantIβ(T ). If the invari-
ant is induced byX, it is assumed to be known by lemma 2.2. Ifβ is purely exceptional,
the invariant is known by lemma 2.4. In all other cases, use the algorithm 2.5 to com-
pute the invariant recursively. We have to show that the equations to be used in fact do
contain the desired invariants linearly with non-zero coefficient, and that the recursion
stops after a finite number of calculations.

To do this, we will define a partial ordering on pairs(β;T ) whereβ 2 A1(X̃) is an
effective homology class andT is a collection of cohomology classes. Choose an
ordering of the effective homology classes inA1(X) such that, forα1;α2 6= 0 being two
such classes, we haveα1 < α1+α2 (this is possible since the effective classes inA1(X)
form a semigroup with indecomposable zero). For a collection of classesT = Tj1 
: : :
Tjn, we assume as in the description of the algorithm that the classes are ordered
such that the non-exceptional classes are exactlyTj1; : : : ;Tjm, where codimTj1 � �� � �
codim Tjm, and that codimTj1 + � � �+ codim Tjm � r + 1 (by possibly adding non-
exceptional divisor classes). Then we define

v(T )v(T )v(T ) = min fk ; codim Tj1 + � � �+codim Tjk � r +1g;
i.e. “the minimal number of non-exceptional classes inT whose codimensions sum
up to at leastr +1”. With this, we now define the partial ordering on pairs(β;T ) as
follows: say that(β1;T1)< (β2;T2) if and only if one of the following holds:� d(β1)< d(β2),� d(β1) = d(β2) andv(T1)< v(T2),� d(β1) = d(β2), v(T1) = v(T2), ande(β1)< e(β2).
Obviously, this defines a partial ordering satisfying the “descending chain condition”,
i.e. there do not exist infinite chains(β1;T1) > (β2;T2) > (β3;T3) > :: : . This means
that, to prove that the recursion stops after finitely many calculations, it suffices to
show that the equations in the algorithm compute the desiredinvariantIβ(T ) entirely
in terms of invariants that are either known by the lemmas 2.2and 2.4 or smaller with
respect to the above partial ordering. We will do this now forthe three cases (A), (B),
and (C).
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(A) The equation reads

0= Iβ(T 0
Tj1
Tj2
Ei �Ek�1
i ) (1)+ Iβ(T 0
Ei 
Ek�1

i 
Tj1 �Tj2) (2)+ (no furtherIβ( � ) I0( � )-terms sinceEi �Tj1 = Ek�1
i �Tj2 = 0)+ (someIβ�d E0

i
( � ) Id E0

i
( � )-terms) (3)+ (someIβ1

( � ) Iβ2
( � )-terms withd(β1);d(β2) 6= 0): (4)

The term (1) is the desired invariant. If the term in (2) is non-zero, it has the same
d(β) and smallerv(T ), since the two non-exceptional classesTj1, Tj2 of maximal
codimensions codimTj1, codim Tj2 are replaced by one class of codimension
codim Tj1 +codim Tj2. Hence, the term (2) is smaller with respect to our partial
ordering. The terms in (3) have the samed, the same or smallerv (note that all
non-exceptional classes from the original invariant must be in the left invariant
Iβ�d E0

i
( � )), and smallere. Finally, the terms in (4) have smallerd. Hence, all

terms in (2), (3) and (4) are smaller with respect to our partial ordering.

(B) The equation reads

0= Iβ(T 0
Ei 
Tj2
µ�ν) (1)+ (no furtherIβ( � ) I0( � )-terms sinceEi �Tj2 = Ei �µ= Tj2 �ν = 0)+ (no Iβ�d E0
i
( � ) Id E0

i
( � )-terms sinceId E0

i
( � ) would have to contain at least

one of the non-exceptional classesTj2, µ, ν)+ (someIβ1
( � ) Iβ2

( � )-terms withd(β1);d(β2) 6= 0): (2)

Here, obviously, (1) is the desired invariant and the terms in (2) have smallerd
and are therefore smaller with respect to the partial ordering.

(C) The equation reads

0= Iβ+E0
i
(T 0
Tj1
Tj2
Ei �Er�1

i| {z }(�1)r�1pt

) (1)+ Iβ+E0
i
(T 0
Ei 
Er�1

i 
Tj1 �Tj2) (2)+ (no furtherIβ( � ) I0( � )-terms)+ Iβ(T 0
Tj1
Tj2
Ei) IE0
i
(Ei
Er�1

i 
Er�1
i )| {z }=�1

(�1)r�1 (3)+ (no furtherIβ�d E0
i
( � ) Id E0

i
( � )-terms since there are not enough exceptional

classes to put intoId E0
i
( � ))+ (someIβ1

( � ) Iβ2
( � )-terms withd(β1);d(β2) 6= 0): (4)
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Here, (3) is the desired invariant. (4) has smallerd, and (2) has the samed and
smallerv, as in case (A)-(2). The term (1) has the samed, but is not necessarily
smaller with respect to the partial ordering. We distinguish two cases:

(i) If T 0
Tj1
Tj2 contains a non-divisorial (non-exceptional) class, then the
invariant (1) will be computed in the next step using rule (B), which ex-
presses it entirely in terms of invariants with smallerd.

(ii) If T 0
Tj1
Tj2 contains only divisor classes, the invariant (1) will be com-
puted in the next step using (C). This time, (2) vanishes (forTj1 �Tj2 = 0
sinceTj1 = pt), (4) has smallerd, and (1) will be computed by (B) as in (i)
in terms of invariants with smallerd.

Hence, combining (C) with possibly one other application of(B) and/or (C), the
desired invariant will again be computed in terms of invariants that are smaller
with respect to the partial ordering.

This finishes the proof. 2
Corollary 2.6 There exists an explicit algorithm to compute all Gromov-Witten in-
variants onP̃r (s) for all r � 2, s� 1.

Proof Compute the invariants ofPr using the First Reconstruction Theorem [KM],
and then use theorem 2.1. 2
3 A vanishing theorem

We will now prove a vanishing theorem saying that a Gromov-Witten invariantIβ(T )
with d(β) 6= 0 andei(β)� 0 for somei vanishes under favourable conditions, mainly
if ei(β) > 0 and if there are “not too many” exceptional classes inT . The proof of
the proposition is quite involved, but as a reward it is also very sharp in the sense that
numerical calculations oñPr(1) have shown that an invariant (with non-vanishingd(β)
and non-negativee(β)) is “unlikely to vanish” if the conditions of the proposition are
not satisfied. We will then apply the proposition to prove corollary 3.2, which is a first
hint that Gromov-Witten invariants on blow-ups will lead toenumeratively meaningful
numbers.

To state the proposition, we need an auxiliary definition. For T 2 B̃ and 1� i � s we
define

wi(T)wi(T)wi(T) =(
m�1 if T = Em

i for somem,

0 otherwise.

If T = Tj1
 : : :
Tjn is a collection of classes, we setwi(T ) = wi(Tj1)+ � � �+wi(Tjn).
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Proposition 3.1 Let β andT be such that for some1 � i0 � s the following three
conditions hold:

(i) d(β) 6= 0,

(ii) wi0(T )> 0 or ei0(β)> 0,

(iii) wi0(T )< (ei0(β)+1)(r�1).
ThenIβ(T ) = 0.

Proof The proof will be given inductively following the lines of the algorithm 2.5.
For invariants induced byX or invariants with purely exceptional homology class, the
proposition does not say anything, so all we have to do is to gothrough the three
equations (A) to (C) and show that the statement of the proposition is correct for the
invariant to be determined if it is correct for all the others.

For the proof of the proposition, we will refer to the classesTi andTj in the splitting
axiom (see proposition 1.2 (iv))

0= ∑ gi j
�

I (: : :
Ti) I (: : :
Tj)�
as theadditional classesof a certain summand in the equation.

Assume that we are calculating an invariantIβ(T ) and that a termIβ1
(T1) Iβ2

(T2) oc-
curs in the corresponding equation (A), (B), or (C) such that(β;T ) satisfies the condi-
tions of the proposition, but neither(β1;T1) nor (β2;T2) does. We will show that this
assumption leads to a contradiction.

We first distinguish the two caseswi0(T )> 0 andei0(β)> 0 according to(β;T ) satis-
fying (ii).� wi0(T )> 0. This means that we have an exceptional non-divisorial classin the

invariant and hence that we are in case (A) of the algorithm. Moreover, we can
assume that we use case (A) of the algorithm withi = i0. Since the term in (A)-
(2) in the proof of theorem 2.1 satisfies the conditions of theproposition if the
desired invariant (A)-(1) does, we only need to consider theterms (A)-(3) and
(A)-(4).

From (A)-(1) we know that

wi(T ) = wi(T 0)+wi(Ek
i ) = wi(T 0)+k�1;

whereas in all other termsIβ1
(T1) Iβ2

(T2) we have

wi(T1)+wi(T2) = wi(T 0)+wi(Ek�1
i )+ ε(r�2) = wi(T 0)+k�2+ ε(r�2);

(1)
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whereε = 1 if the additional classes happen to be classes in the exceptional
divisorEi , andε = 0 otherwise. Combining both equations, we get

wi(T1)+wi(T2) = wi(T )�1+ ε(r�2): (�)
Now we again distinguish two cases.

(a) (β1;T1) and(β2;T2) satisfy (ii). If (β1;T1) does not satisfy (i), thenβ1 is a
purely exceptional class, so all classes inT1 must be exceptional, i.e.

wi(T1) = vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β1) = ei(β1)(r�1)+ r�3= (ei(β1)+1)(r�1)�2:
So we have the two possibilities(β1;T1) does not satisfy (i)) wi(T1)� (ei(β1)+1)(r�1)�2;(β1;T1) does not satisfy (iii)) wi(T1)� (ei(β1)+1)(r�1):
The same is true for(β2;T2). However, sinceβ is not purely exceptional, it
is not possible that both(β1;T1) and(β2;T2) do not satisfy (i). We conclude
that

wi(T1)+wi(T2)� (ei(β1)+1+ei(β2)+1)(r�1)�2= (ei(β)+2)(r�1)�2> wi(T )+ r�3 since(β;T ) satisfies (iii).

This is a contradiction to (1).

(b) (β1;T1) does not satisfy (ii),i.e.wi(T1) = ei(β1) = 0. Sincewi(T1) = 0,T1

does not contain exceptional classesEk
i for k> 1. Sinceei(β1) = 0,T1 also

does not containEi (otherwiseIβ1
(T1) = 0 by the divisor axiom). HenceT1

does not containEk
i for anyk, and in particular we conclude thatε = 0 in

(1):

wi(T2) = wi(T )�1< wi(T )< (ei(β)+1)(r�1)= (ei(β2)+1)(r�1):
Therefore(β2;T2) satisfies (iii). It also satisfies (ii), since otherwise we
would haveei(β1) = ei(β2) = 0 and hence get zero by the divisor axiom
from the classEi in (A). Hence,(β2;T2) cannot satisfy (i), i.e. we must be
looking at the invariants (A)-(3). However, the invariantId0E0

i
( � ) appearing

there can never be non-zero if the additional classes are non-exceptional.
We reach a contradiction.
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algorithm. Note thatei0(β1)+ei0(β2) is equal toei0(β) or ei0(β)+1 (the latter
case appearing exactly if we are in case (C) andi = i0). In any case, it follows
that

ei0(β1)+ei0(β2)� ei0(β)� 1;
hence we can assume without loss of generality thatei0(β1) � 1. In particular,(β1;T1) satisfies (ii). We are going to show that it also satisfies (i) and (iii), which
is then a contradiction to our assumptions.

The case that(β1;T1) does not satisfy (i), i.e. thatd(β1) = 0, could only occur
in (A)-(3) and forβ1 = d E0

i . Since

1� ei0(β1) = ei0(d E0
i ) = dδi;i0

we must havei = i0. But this means that we have a classEk
i = Ek

i0
in T which is

a contradiction towi0(T ) = 0. Hence(β1;T1) must satisfy (i).

As for (iii), we computewi0(T1). There are no exceptional classesE2
i0; : : : ;Er�1

i0
in T 0 sincewi0(T ) = 0. Hence the only such classes inT1 can come from

– the additional classes,

– the four special classes used in the equation (A), (B), or (C).

Both can contribute at mostr�2 towi0(T1), hence

wi0(T1)� 2r�4< 2(r�1)� (ei0(β1)+1)(r�1):
Therefore(β1;T1) also satisfies (iii), arriving at the contradiction we were look-
ing for. 2

As a corollary we can now prove a relation between the Gromov-Witten invariants of
X̃ that one would expect from geometry. Namely, if we want to express the condition
that curves of homology classβ pass through a generic point inX, we expect to be able
to do this in two different ways: either we add the class of a point to T , or we blow
up the point and count curves with homology classβ�E0. The following corollary
states that these two methods will always give the same result, no matter whether the
invariants are actually enumeratively meaningful or not.

Corollary 3.2 Let (β;T ) be such that, for some1� i � s, we haveei(β) = wi(T ) = 0
andd(β) 6= 0. Then

Iβ�E0
i
(T ) = Iβ(T 
 pt):
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Proof Consider the equationEβ(T ; λ;λ j Ei;Er�1
i ) for an arbitrary divisorλ 2 B with

λ �β 6= 0:

0= Iβ(T 
λ
λ
Ei �Er�1
i ) (1)+ (no furtherIβ( � ) I0( � )-terms)+ Iβ�E0

i
(T 
λ
λ
Ei) IE0

i
(Ei
Er�1

i 
Er�1
i )| {z }=�1

(�1)r�1 (2)+ (no furtherIβ�d E0
i
( � ) Id E0

i
( � )-terms since there are not enough exceptional

classes to put intoId E0
i
( � ))+ (someIβ1

( � ) Iβ2
( � )-terms withd(β1);d(β2) 6= 0): (3)

Using proposition 3.1, we will show for any termIβ1
(T1) Iβ2

(T2) in (3) that it van-
ishes. Sinceei(β1)+ei(β2) = ei(β) = 0, we have without loss of generality one of the
following cases:� ei(β1) = ei(β2) = 0. Then Iβ1

(T1) Iβ2
(T2) = 0 by the divisor axiom because of

the classEi in the equation.� ei(β1)> 0. Then we show that(β1;T1) satisfies conditions (i) to (iii) of the
proposition and hence vanishes. (i) and (ii) are obvious. Asfor (iii), the only
classes contributing towi(T1) can come from

– the additional classes,

– the special classEr�1
i used in the equation.

Both can contribute at mostr�2 towi(T1), hence

wi(T1)� 2r�4< 2(r�1)� (ei(β1)+1)(r�1):
Therefore(β1;T1) also satisfies (iii).

Now that we know that all terms in (3) vanish, the above equation becomes

Iβ(T 
λ
λ
Ei �Er�1
i ) = Iβ�E0

i
(T 
λ
λ
Ei)(�1)r�1:

SinceEi �Er�1
i = (�1)r�1pt andEi � (β�E0

i ) = 1, the corollary follows. 2
4 Enumerative significance — general remarks

After having computed all Gromov-Witten invariants on blow-ups of projective space
(see corollary 2.6), we now come to the question of enumerative significance of the
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invariants. For most of the time, we will be concerned with invariantsI X̃
β (T ) whereT

is non-exceptional, leading to numbers of curves onX intersecting the blown-up points
with prescribed multiplicities. Only in section 7 we will consider some invariants
containing exceptional classes inT , leading to numbers of curves onX with certain
tangency conditions.

For the rest of the chapter, we will only work with̃X = P̃r (s). We start by giving a
precise definition of an enumeratively significant invariant.

Definition 4.1 Let β 2 A1(X̃) a homology class withd(β) 6= 0 andei(β)� 0, and letT = γ1
 : : :
 γn be a collection of non-exceptional effective classesγi 2 A�1(X) such
that∑i codim γi = vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β).
Then we call the Gromov-Witten invariantI X̃

β (T ) enumerative if, for generic sub-

schemesVi � X̃ with [Vi ℄ = γi, it is equal to the number of irreducible stable maps(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) with f being generically injective,f�[C℄ = β, and f (xi) 2 Vi for all i
(where each such stable map is counted with multiplicity one).

Note that irreducible stable maps(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) on X̃ of homology classβ with f
generically injective correspond bijectively to irreducible curves inX̃ of homology
classβ, and hence via strict transform to irreducible curves inX of homology class
d(β) intersecting the blown-up pointsPi with global multiplicities�ei(β). Hence it is
clear that we can also give the following interpretation of enumerative invariants:

Lemma 4.2 If Iβ(T ) is enumerative, then for generic subschemesVi � X̃ with [Vi℄ = γi ,
it is equal to the number of irreducible rational curvesC� X of homology classd(β)
intersecting allVi, and in addition passing through eachPi with global multiplicity�ei(β). Every such curve is counted with multiplicity℄(C\V1) � : : : � ℄(C\Vn).
In general, one would then expect these curves to have�ei smooth local branches at
every pointPi .

We will now give an overview of the results about enumerativesignificance of Gromov-
Witten invariants oñPr(s). Assume thatd(β) 6= 0, ei(β)� 0, and thatT is a collection
of non-exceptional effective classes.

(i) If s= 1 thenIβ(T ) is enumerative. This will be shown in theorem 5.3.

(ii) If r = 2 thenIβ(T ) is enumerative ifei(β)2 f�1;�2g for somei orT contains at
least one point class. This has been proven by L. Göttsche and R. Pandharipande
in [GP].

(iii) If r = 3, s� 4, andT contains only point classes, thenIβ(T ) is enumerative if
and only if β is not equal tod H0� d E0

i � d E0
j for somed � 2 andi 6= j with

1� i; j � s. We will prove this in theorem 6.4.
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(iv) If r = 3 andT contains not only point classes, thenIβ(T ) is in general not
enumerative.

(v) If r � 4 ands� 2 thenIβ(T ) is “almost never” enumerative.

We start our study of enumerative significance by showing theorigin of potential prob-
lems with enumerative significance, thereby giving counterexamples to enumerative
significance in the cases (iv) and (v) above.

The most obvious problem is that a stable map(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) may be reducible, with
some of the components mapped to the exceptional divisor. The part of the moduli
space corresponding to such curves will in general have too big dimension. For exam-
ple, consider the casẽX = P̃3(1), β = 4H 0. Stable maps inM0;0(X̃;β) will not intersect
the exceptional divisor at all, henceM0;0(X̃;β) has the expected dimension. However,
consider reducible curvesC =C1[C2 where f is of homology class 4H 0�3E0 onC1

and of homology class 3E0 onC2. These can be depicted as follows:

C

E

1

C2

The space of such curvesC1 is (at least) of dimension vdim̄M0;0(X̃;4H 0� 3E0) =
4 �4�3 �2= 10, the space of curvesC2 of homology class 3E0 through a given point
(namely one of the points of intersection ofC1 with E) is of dimension 3�3�1�1= 7
(note thatE �= P2). Hence the part of the moduli spacēM0;0(X̃;β) corresponding
to those curves has dimension (at least) 17, but we have vdimM̄0;0(X̃;β) = 4 � 4 =
16. Note that this is in agreement with the fact that these curves certainly cannot be
deformed into smooth quartics not intersecting the exceptional divisor, hence they are
not contained in the closure ofM0;0(X̃;β) in M̄0;0(X̃;β).
However, this will cause no problems when computing Gromov-Witten invariants,
since, intuitively speaking, the curveC2 cannot satisfy any incidence conditions with
generic non-exceptional varieties. So if we try to impose vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β) = 16 non-
exceptional conditions on these curves, we will get zero, since the curveC1 can satisfy
at most 10 of the conditions andC2 can satisfy none at all. For a mathematically more
precise statement of this fact, see proposition 5.2 (i) which is the important step in the
proof of enumerative significance in the case of only one blow-up.

When we consider more than one blow-up, things get more complicated, since then
for example multiple coverings of the lines joining the blown-up points will cause
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problems. As an example, considerX̃ = P̃r(2), β = (d+q)H 0�qE0
1�qE0

2 for some
r � 2, d � 1, q� 2, and look at reducible stable maps as above withC1 of homology
classd H0 andC2 of homology classqH0�qE0

1�qE0
2, being aq-fold covering of the

strict transform of the line betweenP1 andP2:

E 1 E 2

C1

C2

We have just learned thatC2 for itself will make no problems, since no generic (non-
divisorial) non-exceptional incidence conditions can be satisfied on this component.
However, it may well happen that the dimension of the moduli space of curvesC1

meeting the line throughP1 andP2 (i.e. vdim M̄0;0(X̃;d H0)� (r�2)) is bigger than
that of both components together:

vdim M̄0;0(X̃;d H0)� (r�2) = (r +1)d+ r�3� (r�2);
vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β) = (r +1)d+(1�q)(r�3);) vdim M̄0;0(X̃;d H0)� (r�2)�vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β) = (q�1)(r�3)�1:

If this last number is non-negative, we will obviously get non-wanted contributions to
our Gromov-Witten invariants from these reducible curves,since all vdimM̄0;0(X;β)
conditions that we impose on the curve can be satisfied onC1. This will always happen
if r � 4, showing that in this case there is no chance of getting enumerative invariants.
The reader who wants to convince himself of this fact numerically can find some ob-
viously non-enumerative invariants of this kind in example8.4. Forr = 3, we will see
that multiple coverings of lines joining blown-up points only make problems if they
form the only component of an irreducible curve, see theorem6.4 and example 8.3. In
fact, in the case whereβ = d H0�d E0

1�d E0
2, such that we “count”d-fold coverings

of lines, we get other important invariants, see example 8.5.

Since the case of̃P4(s) for s� 2 will not lead to enumerative invariants and the case ofP̃2(s) has been studied almost exhaustively in [GP], it only remains to look at blow-ups
of P3. We will look at the casẽX = P̃3(4) in detail in section 6 (which then includes, of
course, also the casesX̃ = P̃3(s) with s< 4). Here, in analogy to the situation discussed
above, one gets problems with too big dimensions for reducible curves as above, where
C2 is now a curve contained in a plane spanned by three of the blown-up points. These
problems arise in particular because in this case it is no longer true thatC2 can satisfy
no incidence conditions. To be more precise,C2 can satisfy incidence conditions with
generic curves, butnot with generic points iñP3(4). This is the reason why we have
to make the assumption that all cohomology classes in the invariant are point classes
(see theorem 6.4). If we do not assume this, we can again easily get non-enumerative

invariants, e.g.I P̃3(4)
4H 0�2E0

1�2E0
2�2E0

3
((H2)


4) =�1, to mention the easiest one.
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In the remainder of this section, we will prove some statements about irreducible
curves in blow-ups that will be needed for both casesP̃r(1) and P̃3(4). We start by
computingh1(P1; f �TX̃) in the next two lemmas.

Lemma 4.3 Let p : X̃!X be the blow-up of a smooth variety at some pointsP1; : : : ;Ps

and letE = E1[ �� � [Es be the exceptional divisor. LetC be a smooth curve and
f : C! X̃ a map such thatf (C) 6� E. Then there is an injective morphism of sheaves
on X̃

f �p�TX(� f �E)! f �TX̃

which is an isomorphism away fromf�1(E).
Proof SinceE = fP1; : : : ;Psg�X X̃, we havei�ΩX̃=X = ΩE=fP1;:::;Psg = ΩE wherei :
E ! X̃ is the inclusion. AsΩX̃=X has support onE, this can be rewritten asi�ΩE =
ΩX̃=X. Hence, there is an exact sequence of sheaves onX̃

0! p�ΩX !ΩX̃ ! i�ΩE ! 0:
Dualizing, we get

0! TX̃ ! p�TX !Ext1(i�ΩE;OX)! 0:
By duality (see [H] theorem III 6.7), we haveExt1(i�ΩE;OX) = i�Ext1(ΩE;NE=X̃) = i�TE(�1)
whereO(�1) := OE1(�1)
 : : :
OEs(�1). Therefore we get a morphismp�TX !
i�TE(�1) which we can restrict toE to get a morphismp�TXjE ! i�TE(�1) fitting into
a commutative diagram

0 ���! p�TX(�E) ���! p�TX ���! p�TXjE ���! 0 ??y
0 ���! TX̃ ���! p�TX ���! i�TE(�1) ���! 0:

From this we can deduce the existence of an injective mapp�TX(�E)! TX̃ which
is clearly an isomorphism away fromE. Applying the functorf � we get the desired
morphism f �p�TX(� f �E)! f �TX̃. Since the image off is not contained inE, this
morphism is also injective and an isomorphism away fromf�1(E). 2
Lemma 4.4 Let C = P1, X̃ = Pr (s), f : C! X̃ a morphism,β = f�[C℄ 2 A1(X̃), and
ε 2 f0;1g.

(i) If f (C) 6� E or f is a constant map thenh1(C; f �TX̃(�ε)) = 0 wheneverd(β)+
e(β)� 0. (Here, f �TX̃(�ε) is to be interpreted asf �TX̃
OC(�ε).) In particular,
this always holds fors= 1 (since thend(β)+e(β) = deg f �(H�E) and f �(H�
E) is an effective divisor onC).
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(ii) If f (C)� E and the mapf : C! E �= Pr�1 has degreee> 0 then

h1(C; f �TX̃(�ε)) = e+ ε�1:
Proof

(i) If f is a constant map then the assertion is trivial, so assume that f (C) 6� E and
setd = deg f �H, e=�deg f �E. By lemma 4.3 we have an exact sequence

0! f �p�TX(e)! f �TX̃ !Q! 0

with some sheafQ on C with zero-dimensional support. Hence to prove the
lemma it suffices to show thath1(C; f �p�TX(e� ε)) = 0. But this follows from
the Euler sequence onPr pulled back toC and twisted byOC(e� ε):

0!OC(e� ε)! (r +1)OC(d+e� ε)! f �p�TX(e� ε)! 0

sinced+e� ε ��1 by assumption.

(ii) We consider the normal sequence

0! TE ! i�TX̃ ! NE=X̃ ! 0:
As NE=X̃ =OE(�1), pulling back toC and twisting byOC(�ε) yields

0! f �TE(�ε)! f �TX̃(�ε)!OC(�e� ε)! 0: (1)

In complete analogy to (i), it follows by the Euler sequence of E �= Pr�1

0!OC(�ε)! rOC(e� ε)! f �TE(�ε)! 0

thath1(C; f �TE(�ε)) = 0. Hence we deduce from (1) that

h1( f �TX̃(�ε)) = h1(C;OC(�e� ε)) = e+ ε�1: 2
We now come to the Bertini lemma 4.7 which is our main tool to prove the transver-
sality of the intersection products in the Gromov-Witten invariants.

Lemma 4.5 Let M be a scheme of finite type andf : M ! Pr a morphism. Then, for
a generic hyperplaneH � Pr , we have:

(i) f�1(H) is (empty or) of pure codimension 1 inM.

(ii) If M is smooth then the divisorf�1(H) is a smooth subscheme ofM counted
with multiplicity one.
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Proof See e.g. [J] corollary 6.11. 2
Lemma 4.6 Let M be a scheme of finite type,X a smooth, connected, projective
scheme, andf : M ! X a morphism. LetL be a base point free linear system on
X. Then, for genericD 2 L, we have:

(i) f�1(D) is (empty or) purely 1–codimensional.

(ii) If M is smooth then the divisorf�1(D) is a smooth subscheme ofM counted
with multiplicity one.

Proof The base point free linear systemL on X gives rise to a morphisms : X ! Pm

wherem= dim L. Composing withf yields a morphismM ! Pm, and the divisors
D 2 L correspond to the inverse images unders of the hyperplanes inPm. Hence, the
statement follows from lemma 4.5, applied to the mapM ! Pm. 2
Lemma 4.7 Let M be a Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type,X a smooth, connected,
projective scheme andfi : M !X morphisms fori = 1; : : : ;n. Let γi 2Aci (X) be cycles
of codimensionsci � 1 onX that can be written as intersection products of divisors on
X

γi = [D0
i;1℄ � � � � � [D0

i;ci
℄ (i = 1; : : : ;n)

such that the complete linear systemsjD0
i; j j are base point free (this always applies,

for example, for effective cycles in the caseX = Pr ). Let c= c1+ � � �+ cn. Then, for
genericDi; j 2 jD0

i; j j, we have:

(i) Vi := Di;1\�� �\Di;ci is smooth of pure codimensionci in X, and the intersection
is transverse. In particular,[Vi℄ = γi.

(ii) V := f�1
1 (V1)\ �� � \ f�1

n (Vn) is of pure codimensionc in M. In particular, if
dim M < c thenV = /0.

(iii) If dim M = c andM contains a dense, open, smooth substackU such that each
geometric point ofU has no non-trivial automorphisms thenV consists of exactly( f �1 γ1 � : : : � f �n γn)[X℄ points ofM which lie inU and are counted with multiplicity
one.

Proof

(i) follows immediately by recursive application of lemma 4.5 to the schemeX.

(ii) If M is a scheme, then the statement follows by recursive application of lemma
4.6. If M is a Deligne-Mumford stack, then it has an étale coverS! M by a
schemeS, so (ii) holds for the composed mapsS!M ! X. But since the map
S!M is étale, the statement is also true for the mapsM ! X.
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(iii) A Deligne-Mumford stackU whose generic geometric point has no non-trivial
automorphisms always has a dense open substackU 0 which is a scheme (see e.g.
[V]. To be more precise,U is a functor and hence an algebraic space ([DM] ex.
4.9), but an algebraic space always contains a dense open subsetU 0 which is a
scheme ([Kn] p. 25)). SinceU 0 is dense inM and thereforeMnU 0 has smaller
dimension, applying (ii) to the restrictionsfi jMnU 0 : MnU 0 ! X gives thatV is
contained in the smooth schemeU 0, hence it suffices to consider the restrictions
fijU 0 : U 0 ! X. But sinceU 0 is a smooth scheme, we can apply lemma 4.6 (ii)
recursively and get the desired result. 2

As we needed for lemma 4.7 (iii) that the generic element ofM has no non-trivial
automorphisms, we now give a criterion under which circumstances this is satisfied
for our moduli spaces of stable maps.

Lemma 4.8 Let X̃ = Pr (s) andβ2A1(X̃) with d(β)> 0 andd(β)+e(β)� 0. Assume
thatβ is not of the formd H0�d E0

i for 1� i � s andd� 2. Then, ifM0;n(X̃;β) is not
empty, it is a smooth stack of the expected dimension, and ifC = (C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) is
a generic element ofM0;n(X̃;β) thenC has no automorphisms andf is generically
injective.

Proof Setd= d(β) ande= e(β). We can assume thate� 0 since otherwiseM0;n(X̃;β)
is empty.

It follows from lemma 4.4 (i) thatM0;n(X̃;β) is a smooth stack of the expected di-
mension. Note that an irreducible stable map can only have automorphisms if it is
a multiple covering map onto its image. Therefore it sufficesif we compute, for all
N� 2, the dimension of the subspaceZN �M0;n(X̃;β) consisting ofN-fold coverings
and show that it is smaller than the dimension ofM0;n(X̃;β).
So assume thatN � 2 and thatZN 6= /0, so thatβ = Nβ0 for someβ0 2 A1(X̃). We set
d0 = d(β0) ande0 = e(β0). Sinced0+e0 � 0, we can apply lemma 4.4 (i) to see that
the space of stable maps of homology classβ0 is of the expected dimension(r +1)d0+(r�1)e0+ r +n�3. The dimension ofZN is exactly bigger by 2N�2 because of the
moduli of the covering. Hence we have

dim ZN = (r +1)d0+(r�1)e0+ r +n�3+2N�2= (r +1)d+(r�1)e+ r +n�3+((r +1)d0+(r�1)e0)(1�N)+2N�2= dim M0;n(X̃;β)+((r +1)d0+(r�1)e0�2)(1�N):
Therefore, to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that(r +1)d0+(r �1)e0 > 2. We
distinguish two cases:
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but if we had equality, this would meand0+ e0 = 0 ande0 = �1, henceβ0 =
H 0�E0

i for somei and thereforeβ = N H0�N E0
i , which is the case we excluded

in the lemma.

This finishes the proof. 2
5 Enumerative significance — the casẽPr (1)
In this section we will prove that all invariantsIβ(T ) on X̃ = P̃r (1) are enumerative.

We start with the computation ofh1(C; f �TX̃) for arbitrary stable maps. To state the
result, we need the following definition: for any prestable map(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) to X̃ we
defineη(C; f ) to be “the sum of the exceptional degrees of all irreducible components
of C which are mapped intoE”, i.e.

η(C; f )η(C; f )η(C; f ) := ∑
C0 f e jC0 is an irreducible component ofC such thatf�[C0℄ = eE0 g:

Obviously,η(C; f ) only depends on the topologyτ of the prestable map in the sense
of section 1, so we will writeη(τ) = η(C; f ).
Lemma 5.1 Let C be a prestable curve,̃X = P̃r (1), and f : C! X̃ a morphism. Then
h1(C; f �TX̃)� η(C; f ), with strict inequality holding ifη(C; f )> 0.

Proof The proof is by induction on the number of irreducible components ofC. If C
itself is irreducible, the statement follows immediately from lemma 4.4 forε = 0.

Now let C be reducible, so assumeC = C0[C0 whereC0 �= P1, C0\C0 = fQg, and
whereC0 is a prestable curve for which the induction hypothesis holds. If η(C; f )> 0,
we can arrange this such thatη(C0; f0)> 0.

Consider the exact sequences

0! f �TX̃ ! f �0 TX̃� f 0�TX̃
ϕ! f �QTX̃ ! 0

0! f 0�TX̃(�Q)! f 0�TX̃
ψ! f �QTX̃ ! 0

where f0, f 0, and fQ denote the restrictions off to C0, C0, andQ, respectively.
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From these sequences we deduce that

dim cokerH0(ϕ) = h1(C; f �TX̃)�h1(C0; f �0 TX̃)�h1(C0; f 0�TX̃)
dim cokerH0(ψ) = h1(C0; f 0�TX̃(�Q))�h1(C0; f 0�TX̃):

Since we certainly have dim cokerH0(ϕ)� dim cokerH0(ψ), we can combine these
equations into the single inequality

h1(C; f �TX̃)� h1(C0; f �0TX̃)+h1(C0; f 0�TX̃(�Q)):
Now, by the induction hypothesis onf0, we haveh1(C0; f �0TX̃)� η(C0; f0) with strict
inequality holding ifη(C0; f0) > 0. On the other hand, we geth1(C0; f 0�TX̃(�Q)) �
η(C0; f 0) by lemma 4.4 forε = 1. As η(C; f ) = η(C0; f0)+η(C0; f 0), the proposition
follows by induction. 2
We now come to the central proposition already alluded to in section 4: given a part
M(X̃;τ) of the moduli spaceM̄0;n(X̃;β) corresponding to the topologyτ (see section
1), we consider the map

φ : M(X̃;τ) ,! M̄0;n(X̃;β)! M̄0;n(X;d(β))
given by mapping(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) to (C;x1; : : : ;xn; pÆ f ) and stabilizing if necessary
(φ exists by the functoriality of the moduli spaces of stable maps, see [BM] remark
after theorem 3.14). We show that, althoughM(X̃;τ) may have too big dimension, the
imageφ(M(X̃;τ)) has not. Part (ii) of the proposition, which is of similar type, will be
needed later in section 7.

Proposition 5.2 Let X̃ = P̃r (1) andβ 2 A1(X̃) with d(β) > 0. Let φ : M̄0;n(X̃;β)!
M̄0;n(X;d(β)) be the morphism as above, and letτ be a topology of stable maps of
homology classβ (so thatM(X̃;τ)� M̄0;n(X̃;β)). Then we have

(i) dim φ(M(X̃;τ))� vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β). Moreover, strict inequality holds if and only
if τ is a topology corresponding to reducible curves.

(ii) At least one of the following holds:

(a) dim φ(M(X̃;τ))� vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)� r,

(b) dim M(X̃;τ)� vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)�2,

(c) dim M(X̃;τ)� vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)�1 andη(τ) = 0,

(d) dim M(X̃;τ) = vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β) and τ is the topology corresponding to
irreducible curves,

(e) dim M(X̃;τ) = vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)�1 andτ is a topology corresponding to
reducible curves having exactly two irreducible components, one with ho-
mology classβ�E0 and the other with homology classE0.
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Proof We start by defining some numerical invariants of the topology τ that will be
needed in the proof.� Let SSSbe the number of nodes of a curve with topologyτ. We divide this num-

ber intoS= SEE+SXX +SXE, whereSEESEESEE (resp.SXXSXXSXX, SXESXESXE) denotes the number
of nodes joining two exceptional components ofC (resp. two non-exceptional
components, or one exceptional with one non-exceptional component). Here
and in the following we call an irreducible component ofC exceptional if it is
mapped byf into the exceptional divisor and it is not contracted byf , and non-
exceptional otherwise.� Let PPP be the (minimal) number of additional marked points which are necessary
to stabilizeC. We divide the numberP into P= PE +PX, wherePEPEPE (resp.PXPXPX) is
the number of marked points that have to be added on exceptional components
(resp. non-exceptional components) ofC to stabilizeC.

Now we give an estimate for the dimension ofM(X̃;τ). The tangent spaceTM(X̃;τ);C
at a pointC = (C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) 2M(X̃;τ) is given by the hypercohomology group (see
[K] section 1.3.2)

TM(X̃;τ);C = H 1(T 0
C ! f �TX̃)

whereT 0
C = TC(�x1��� �� xn) and where we put the sheavesT 0

C and f �TX̃ in degrees
0 and 1, respectively. This means that there is an exact sequence

0! H0(C;T0
C)!H0(C; f �TX̃)! TM(X̃;τ);C !H1(C;T0

C) (1)

(note that the first map is injective becauseC is a stable map). By lemma 5.1, we have

dim H0(C; f �TX̃)� χ(C; f �TX̃)+η(C; f ): (2)

Moreover, by Riemann-Roch we getχ(C;T0
C) = S+3�n. It follows that

dim TM(X̃;τ);C � χ(C; f �TX̃)+η(C; f )+n�S�3= vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)+η(C; f )�S;
and therefore

dim M(X̃;τ)� vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)+η(τ)�S:
If η(τ)�S< 0, then statement (i) is obviously satisfied. Moreover, ifη(τ) = 0 then we
also have (ii)-(c), and ifη(τ)> 0 then we have strict inequality also in (2) and therefore
(ii)-(b). Therefore we can assume from now on thatη(τ)�S� 0. If η(τ) = 0, then
we must also haveS= 0, which means that the curve is irreducible. But then (i) and
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(ii)-(d) are satisfied. So we can also assume in the sequel that η(τ)> 0. It follows then
from lemma 5.1 that we have strict inequality in (2), hence

dim TM(X̃;τ);C � vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)+η(C; f )�S�1: (3)

We now give an estimate of the dimension of the imageφ(M(X̃;τ)). As we always
work over the ground fieldC , we can do this on the level of tangent spaces, i.e. we
have

dim φ(M(X̃;τ))�max C2M(X̃;τ)dim (dφ)(TM(X̃;τ);C):
Hence our goal is to find as many vectors in kerdφ as possible. We do this by finding
elements in the kernel of the composite map (see (1))

H0(C; f �TX̃)=H0(C;T0
C) ,! TM(X̃;τ);C ! TM̄0;n(X;d(β));φ(C):

Let C0 be a maximal connected subscheme ofC consisting only of exceptional com-
ponents ofC. Let f0 be the restriction off to C0 and letQ1; : : : ;Qa be the nodes
of C which join C0 with the rest ofC (they are of typeSXE). Now every section of
f �0 TE(�Q1��� ��Qa) can be extended by zero to a section off �TX̃ which is mapped
to zero bydφ since these deformations of the map take place entirely within the excep-
tional divisor. AsE �= Pr�1 is a convex variety, we have

h0(C0; f �0TE) = χ(C0; f �0TE) = r�1+ r η(C0; f0)
and therefore we can estimate the dimension of the space of deformations that we have
just found:

h0(C0; f �0 TE(�Q1��� ��Qa))� r�1+ r η(C0; f0)� (r�1)a:
(The right hand side of this inequality may well be negative,but nevertheless the state-
ment is correct also in this case, of course.)

We will now add up these numbers for all possibleC0, say there areBBB of them. The sum
of theη(C0; f0) will then giveη(C; f ), and the sum of thea will give SXE. Note that
there is aPE-dimensional space of infinitesimal automorphisms ofC, i.e. a subspace
of H0(C;T0

C), included in the deformations that we have just found, and that these are
exactly the trivial elements in the kernel ofdφ. Therefore we have

dim ker dφ� B(r�1)+ r η(C; f )� (r�1)SXE�PE= (r�2)( B|{z}�1

+η(C; f )�SXE| {z }�0

)+B+2η(C; f )�SXE�PE

(B� 1 sinceη(C; f )> 0

andη(C; f )�SXE � 0 sinceη(C; f )�S� 0)� (r�2)+B+2η(C; f )�SXE�PE:
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Combining this with (3), we get the estimate

dim φ(M(X̃;τ))� dim TM(X̃;τ);C�dim ker dφ� vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)� r +1� (SXX+SEE+B+η(τ)�PE):
To prove the proposition, it remains to look at the term in brackets. First we will show
that

PE � SXX+SEE+B+η(τ): (4)

Look atPE, i.e. the exceptional components ofC where marked points have to be added
to stabilizeC. We have to distinguish three cases:

(A) Components on which two points have to be added, and whose(only) node is of
typeSEE: those give a contribution of 2 toPE, but they also give at least 1 toη(τ)
and toSEE (and every node of typeSEE belongs to at most one such component).

(B) Components on which two points have to be added, and whose(only) node is
of typeSXE: those give a contribution of 2 toPE, but they also give at least 1 to
η(τ) and toB (since such a component alone is one of theC0 considered above).

(C) Components on which only one point has to be added: those give a contribution
of 1 to PE, but they also give at least 1 toη(τ).

This shows (4), finishing the proof of (i). As for (ii), (a) is satisfied if we have strict
inequality in (4), so we assume from now on that this is not thecase and determine
necessary conditions for equality by looking at the proof of(4) above. First of all,
we see that every maximal connected subscheme ofC consisting only of exceptional
components contributes 1 toB, but this gets accounted for only in case (B) above, so if
we want to have equality, every such maximal connected subscheme must actually be
an irreducible component of type (B), which in addition gives a contribution ofexactly
2 toPE andexactly1 toη(τ). So all exceptional components of the curve must actually
be lines with no marked points, connected at exactly one point to a non-exceptional
component of the curve. Moreover, for equality we must also haveSXX = 0, since
these nodes have not been considered above at all.

Hence, in summary, we must have one non-exceptional irreducible componentC0 of
homology classβ�qE0, andq exceptional components of homology classE0 with no
marked points, each connected at exactly one point toC0. But it is easy to compute
the dimension ofφ(M(X;τ)) for these topologies: the mapφ simply forgets theq
exceptional components, so

dim φ(M(X̃;τ)) = dim M0;n(X̃;β�qE0)= vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β�qE0) by (i)= vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)�q(r�1):
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Hence we see that (ii)-(a) is satisfied forq> 1 and (ii)-(e) forq= 1.

This completes the proof. 2
We now combine our results to prove the enumerative significance of the Gromov-
Witten invariants ofP̃r (1). Some examples of these numbers can be found in 8.1 and
8.2.

Theorem 5.3 Let X̃ = P̃r (1), β = d H0+ eE0 2 A1(X̃) an effective homology class
with d > 0 ande� 0, andT = γ1
 : : :
 γn a collection of non-exceptional effective
classes such that∑i codim γi = vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β). ThenIβ(T ) is enumerative.

Proof The proof goes along the same lines as that of lemma 2.2. For irreducible
stable maps(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f ) we haveh1(C; f �TX̃) = 0 by lemma 4.4 (i). Therefore, if
Z� M̄0;n(X̃;β) denotes the closure ofM0;n(X̃;β), then lemma 1.1 tells us that[M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt = [Z℄+α

whereα is a cycle of dimension vdimM̄0;n(X̃;β) supported onM̄0;n(X̃;β)nM0;n(X̃;β).
But if φ : M̄0;n(X̃;d H0+eE0)! M̄0;n(X;d H0) denotes the morphism induced by the
map p : X̃ ! X, we must haveφ�α = 0 by proposition 5.2 (i). So, considering the
commutative diagram

M̄0;n(X̃;β) φ
//

evi
��

M̄0;n(X;d H0)
evi

��

X̃
p

// X

for 1� i � n, it follows by the projection formula that

I X̃
β (T ) = (∏

i
ev�i p�γi) � [M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt= (∏

i
ev�i γi) �φ�[M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt= (∏

i
ev�i γi) �φ�[Z℄:= (∏

i
ev�i p�γi) � [Z℄:

Hence we are evaluating an intersection product on the stackZ.

Unlessd+ e= 0 andd � 2, the theorem now follows from the Bertini lemma 4.7
(iii) in combination with lemma 4.8 saying that the generic element of Z has no
automorphisms and corresponds to a generically injective stable map. However, if
d+e= 0 andd � 2, then the image of every stable map inM0;n(X̃;d H0�d E0) is a
line through the blown-up point. These curves can obviouslyonly satisfy as many in-
cidence conditions as the curves inM0;n(X̃;H 0�E0). But vdim M̄0;n(X̃;d H0�d E0)>
vdim M̄0;n(X̃;H 0�E0), so the Gromov-Witten invariant will be zero, which is also the
enumeratively correct number. 2
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6 Enumerative significance — the casẽP3(4)
In this section, we discuss the enumerative significance of the Gromov-Witten invari-
ants onX̃ = P̃3(4). First we fix some notation. As the four points to blow up on
X = P3 we chooseP1 = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0), P2 = (0 : 1 : 0 : 0), P3 = (0 : 0 : 1 : 0), and
P4 = (0 : 0 : 0 : 1). For 1� i < j � 4, we denote byLi j � X̃ the strict transform of the
line PiPj . TheLi j are disjoint from each other, and we setL=Si< j Li j . For 1� i � 4,
we letHi be the strict transform of the hyperplane inX spanned by the three pointsPj

with j 6= i, and we setH=Si Hi . As usual,Ei denotes the exceptional divisor overPi .
We setE =Si Ei.

Let β 2 A1(X̃) be an effective homology class withd(β)> 0. The first thing to do is to
look at irreduciblecurves of homology classβ and to see whether their moduli space
M0;0(X̃;β) is smooth and of the expected dimension, which in this case is

vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β) = 4d(β)+2e(β):
In the case of one blow-up in section 5, this followed easily from lemma 4.4 (i) since
there we always haved(β)+ e(β) � 0. However, for multiple blow-ups, this is not
necessarily the case. Our way to solve this problem is to use acertain Cremona map to
transform curves withd(β)+e(β)� 0 into others withd(β)+e(β)� 0, so that lemma
4.4 can be applied again. Before we can describe this map, we need a definition.

Definition 6.1 Let (C; f ) 2 M0;0(P̃3(4);β) be an irreducible stable map withf (C) 6�L. Then we setλi j (C; f ) to be the “multiplicity of f alongLi j ”, defined as follows: if
ϕ1 : Ỹ! P̃3(4) is the blow-up ofP̃3(4) alongL with exceptional divisorsFi j overLi j ,
then there is a well-defined mapϕ�1

1 Æ f : C! Ỹ, and we define

λi j (C; f )λi j (C; f )λi j (C; f ) := Fi j � (ϕ�1
1 Æ f )�[C℄� 0:

Finally, we define~λ(C; f )~λ(C; f )~λ(C; f ) to be the vector consisting of allλi j (C; f ), and set

λ(C; f )λ(C; f )λ(C; f ) = ∑
i< j

λi j (C; f ):
We can now describe the Cremona map announced above.

Lemma 6.2 There exists a birational mapϕ : P̃3(4) 9 9 KP̃3(4) which is an isomor-
phism outsideL with the following property:

If (C; f ) 2 M0;0(P̃3(4);β) is an irreducible stable map such thatf (C) 6� L, so that the
transformed stable map(C;ϕÆ f ) 2M0;0(P̃3(4);β0) exists, then the homology classβ0
of the transformed stable map satisfies

d(β0) = 3d(β)+2e(β)�λ(C; f );
e(β0) =�4d(β)�3e(β)+2λ(C; f ):

Hence, in particular, we have
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Proof The birational mapϕ : P̃3(4) 9 9 KP̃3(4) we want to consider is most easily
described in the language of toric geometry (see e.g. [F2]).Let ∆0 in R3 be the complete
simplicial fan with one-dimensional conesfhvii j 1� i � 4g, where

v1 = (1;0;0); v2 = (0;1;0); v3 = (0;0;1); v4 = (�1;�1;�1);
corresponding to the toric varietyX∆0 = P3. Let∆ be the blow-up of∆0 at the four torus-
invariant points as described in [F2] section 2.4, so that the toric varietyX∆ associated
to ∆ is P̃3(4). The fan∆ can be described explicitly as follows: it is the complete fan
with one-dimensional cones f�hvii j 1� i � 4g
and two-dimensional conesfhvi ;�v ji j 1� i; j � 4; i 6= jg[fhvi;v ji ; 1� i < j � 4g:
The Picard group ofX∆ is generated by the divisors corresponding to the one-dimen-
sional cones, we will denote the divisor corresponding to the conehvii by Hi and the
divisor corresponding to the cone�hvii by Ei . This coincides with the definition ofHi

andEi given above, and these divisors satisfy the three relations

H : = H1+E2+E3+E4= H2+E1+E3+E4= H3+E1+E2+E4= H4+E1+E2+E3 (1)

whereH denotes the pullback of the hyperplane class under the mapp : P̃3(4)! P3.

Now denote by�∆ the fan obtained by mirroring∆ at the origin inR3. Then, of course,
we also haveX�∆ �= P̃3(4). The mapϕ we want to consider is now the obvious rational
mapϕ : X∆ 9 9 KX�∆ which is the identity on the torus(C �)3 contained in bothX∆ and
X�∆. Note that the one-dimensional cones of∆ and�∆ are the same, so thatϕ is an
isomorphism away from a subvariety ofP̃3(4) of codimension 2.

In more geometric terms, we can describeϕ as the so-called “flip” of the 6 linesL, i.e.
one blows up these lines (that have normal bundleO(�1)�O(�1) in P̃3(4)) to get a
varietyỸ with the 6 exceptional divisorŝFi j

�= P1�P1 corresponding toLi j , and then
blows down theFi j again with the roles of base and fibre reversed inP1�P1. One can
write these two steps as in the following diagram:

Ỹ
ϕ1

zzuuuuuuuuuu

ϕ2

%%JJJJJJJJJJJ

X∆ �= P̃3(4) ϕ
//_______ X�∆ �= P̃3(4):
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The varietyỸ can be depicted as follows:
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Here, we denoted the strict transforms ofHi andEi underϕ1 by Ĥi andÊi , respectively.
These are all isomorphic tõP2(3). The divisorsĤ1, Ĥ2, andĤ3 have not been drawn
to keep the picture simple.

We now look more closely at the divisors inỸ. Obviously, we have

ϕ�
1H1 = Ĥ1+ F̂23+ F̂24+ F̂34;

ϕ�
1E1 = Ê1;

and similarly forHi andEi with i = 2;3;4. The Picard group of̃Y is the free abelian
group generated by thêHi, Êi , andF̂i j , modulo the three relations induced by (1)

Ĥ := ϕ�
1H = Ĥ1+ Ê2+ Ê3+ Ê4+ F̂23+ F̂24+ F̂34= Ĥ2+ Ê1+ Ê3+ Ê4+ F̂13+ F̂14+ F̂34= Ĥ3+ Ê1+ Ê2+ Ê4+ F̂12+ F̂14+ F̂24= Ĥ4+ Ê1+ Ê2+ Ê3+ F̂12+ F̂13+ F̂23: (2)

If we now have a stable map in(C; f ) in Ỹ, we also get stable maps(Ci; fi) in P̃3(4) by
composingf with ϕi for i = 1;2. We will now compute the homology classes of these
two stable maps.

The homology class of(C1; f1) is β = d H0+∑i ei E0
i where

d = H �ϕ1� f�[C℄= Ĥ � f�[C℄= (Ĥ1+ Ê2+ Ê3+ Ê4+ F̂23+ F̂24+ F̂34) � f�[C℄;
ei =�Ei �ϕ1� f�[C℄=�Êi � f�[C℄:
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The homology class of(C2; f2) is obtained by reversing the roles ofĤi and Êi and
substitutingF̂12$ F̂34, F̂13$ F̂24, andF̂14$ F̂23, so it isβ0 = d0H 0+∑i e

0
i E

0
i where

d0 = (Ê1+ Ĥ2+ Ĥ3+ Ĥ4+ F̂14+ F̂13+ F̂12) � f�[C℄= (3Ĥ1�2Ê1+ Ê2+ Ê3+ Ê4� F̂12� F̂13� F̂14+2F̂23+2F̂24+2F̂34) � f�[C℄
(by substitutingĤ2, Ĥ3, andĤ4 from (2))= 3d+2(e1+e2+e3+e4)� (∑

i< j
Fi j ) � f�[C℄| {z }=λ(C1; f1)=λ(C2; f2)=:λ

;
e01 =�Ĥ1 � f�[C℄=�d�e2�e3�e4+(F̂23+ F̂24+ F̂34) � f�[C℄;

and similarly fore2, e3, ande4. Defining e= ∑i ei ande0 = ∑i e
0
i , we arrive at the

equations

d0 = 3d+2e�λ;
e0 =�4d�3e+2λ:

In particular, we see that 4d0+2e0 = 4d+2eand that, ifd+e� 0, then

d0+e0 =�d�e+λ� λ� 0: 2
We now use this map to prove some properties of irreducible stable maps iñX = P̃3(4).
As already mentioned in section 4, apart from the case whereM0;n(X̃;β) is smooth of
the expected dimension (case (iii) below), we have to consider the cases where the
curves are multiple coverings of one of theLi j (case (i)) and where they are contained
in one of theHi (such that they cannot satisfy any incidence conditions with generic
points inX̃, see case (ii)). One of the most important statements of the next lemma
is the final conclusion that, although the dimension of the moduli space may be too
big, the curves can never satisfy more incidence conditions(with points) as one would
expect from the virtual dimension of the moduli space.

Lemma 6.3 Let β 2 A1(X̃) be a homology class such thatM0;0(X̃;β) 6= /0. Set

n := 1
2

vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β) = 2d(β)+e(β):
Then at least one of the following statements holds:

(i) n = 0 andβ = d H0�d E0
i �d E0

j for somed > 0, 1� i < j � 4. All curves in
M0;0(X̃;β) are contained inLi j .
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(ii) n> 0, and for generic pointsQ1; : : : ;Qn 2 X̃, we have

ev�1
1 (Q1)\�� �\ev�1

n (Qn) = /0

in M0;n(X̃;β).
(iii) n> 0, dim M0;0(X̃;β)= vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β), and for a generic elementC = (C; f )2

M0;0(X̃;β), f is generically injective,C has no automorphisms, andf (C) inter-
sects neitherL (which is a disjoint union of 6 smooth rational curves) norH\E
(which is a union of 12 smooth rational curves).

In particular, it is impossible thatn< 0, and in any case we have

ev�1
1 (Q1)\�� �\ev�1

n0 (Qn0) = /0

in M0;n0(X̃;β) for generic pointsQ1; : : : ;Qn0 2 X̃ if n0 > n.

Proof Let (C; f ) 2 M0;0(X̃;β) be a stable map,d = d(β), ei = ei(β), e= ∑i ei , and
assume thatβ 6= 0 (since otherwiseM0;0(X̃;β) = /0).

If d = 0, thenn= e(β)> 0 and f (C) is contained in an exceptional divisor. Then it is
clear that for a generic point iñX, no curve inM0;0(X̃;β) meets this point. Therefore,
(ii) is satisfied.

Now assumed > 0, then we must haveei � 0 for all i. The curvef (C) cannot be con-
tained at the same time in three of theHi, since their intersection is empty. This means
that there are at least two of theHi, sayH1 andH2, in which f (C) is not contained. It
follows that

d+e2+e3+e4 = deg f �H1� 0 and d+e1+e3+e4 = deg f �H2� 0:
Sincee4 � 0 ande3 � 0, this also means thatd+e2+e3 � 0 andd+e1+e4 � 0, and
thereforen= 2d+e� 0: the virtual dimension of the moduli space cannot be negative.
Moreover, ifn= 0 then we must have equality everywhere, which means

e1 =�d; e2 =�d; e3 = 0; e4 = 0:
Hence we are in case (i), and it is clear that all these curves ared-fold coverings ofL12.

It remains to consider the case whenn> 0. We distinguish four cases.

Case 1:β = d H0�d E0
i for d > 1 and some 1� i � 4. Then the curves inM0;0(X̃;β)

must obviously bed-fold coverings of a line through the exceptional divisorEi . Those
cannot pass through two generic points, howevern = 2d� d = d � 2, hence (ii) is
satisfied.

We assume therefore from now on thatβ is not of this form.

Case 2:d+e� 0. We show that (iii) is satisfied.
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lemma 4.4 (i).� the generic element ofM0;0(X̃;β) has no automorphisms and corresponds to a
generically injective map: This follows from lemma 4.8.� the generic element ofM0;0(X̃;β) does not intersectL andH\E : Let L be one
of the 18 smooth rational curves inL[ (H\E), we will show that the generic
element ofM0;0(X̃;β) does not intersectL. Assume that(C; f ) is a stable map in
X̃ such that there is a pointx2C with f (x) = Q2 L. ConsiderC = (C;x; f ) as
an element ofM = M0;1(X̃;β). The tangent space toM at the pointC is (see [K]
section 1.3.2)

TM;C = H0(C; f �TX̃)=H0(C;TC(�x)):
If Z � M denotes the substack of those stable maps withf (x) 2 L, then the
tangent space toZ atC is

TZ;C = fs2 TM;C ; s(x) 2 f �TL;Qg:
However, by lemma 4.4 (i) forε = 1 we see that

h0(C; f �TX̃(�x)) = h0(C; f �TX̃)�3;
i.e. that the mapH0(C; f �TX̃)! f �TX̃;Q; s 7! s(x) is surjective. Therefore the
tangent space toZ atC has smaller dimension than that toM. SinceM is smooth
atC, it follows thatZ has smaller dimension thanM atC, proving the statement
that the generic element ofM0;0(X̃;β) does not intersectL.

Case 3:d+e< 0 andei = 0 for somei. Without loss of generality assume thate4 = 0.
Since then 0> d+e= deg f �(H�E1�E2�E3) = deg f �H4, we conclude thatf (C)
must be contained inH4. Hence (ii) is satisfied.

Case 4:d+e< 0 and allei 6= 0. We show that (iii) is satisfied using the Cremona map
of lemma 6.2. We use in the following proof the notations of this lemma. Certainly no
curve inM0;0(X̃;β) is contained inL. So if we decomposeM0;0(X̃;β) into partsM~λ ac-

cording to the value of~λ(C) thenϕ gives injective morphisms fromM~λ to M0;0(X̃;β~λ)
with β~λ calculated in the proof of lemma 6.2. In particular we haved(β~λ)+e(β~λ)� 0,
so that we can apply the results of case 2 toM0;0(X̃;β~λ). We therefore have

dim M~λ � dim M0;0(X̃;β~λ) (1)= vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β~λ) by case 2= 4d(β~λ)+2e(β~λ)= 4d(β)+2e(β) by lemma 6.2= vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β):
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If~λ 6= 0, i.e. if all curves inM~λ intersectL, then the transformed curves inM0;0(X̃;β~λ)
also have to intersectL. But the generic curve inM0;0(X̃;β~λ) does not intersectL by
the results of case 2, so it follows that we must have strict inequality in (1). Since
the dimension ofM̄0;0(X̃;β) cannot be smaller than its virtual dimension, this means
that M~λ is nowhere dense inM0;0(X̃;β) for~λ 6=~0. In other words,M~0 is dense in
M0;0(X̃;β), so it obviously suffices to prove (iii) forM~0.

But this is now easy: it follows from the above calculation that the dimension ofM~0
is equal to the virtual dimension of̄M0;0(X̃;β). The other statements of (iii) about the
generic curves in the moduli space are obviously preserved by the Cremona mapϕ, so
they follow from the fact that the spaceM0;0(X̃;β~0) has these properties.

This completes the proof that we always have one of the cases (i) to (iii). The statement
thatn� 0 has already been proven, and the fact that

ev�1
1 (Q1)\�� �\ev�1

n0 (Qn0) = /0

in M0;n0(X̃;β) for generic pointsQ1; : : : ;Qn0 2 X̃ if n0 > n follows easily in all cases:
for (i) because the image of all curves in the moduli space is contained in anLi j , for
(ii) it is trivial, and for (iii) it follows from the Bertini lemma 4.7 (ii). 2
To prove enumerative significance for the Gromov-Witten invariants oñP3(4), we now
finally have to consider reducible stable maps. Some numerical examples can be found
in 8.3.

Theorem 6.4 Let X̃ = P̃3(4) and β 2 A1(X̃) an effective homology class which is
not of the formd H0� d E0

i � d E0
j for somed � 2 and i 6= j. Let T = pt


n, where

n= 2d(β)+e(β). ThenIβ(T ) is enumerative.

Proof Let Q1; : : : ;Qn be generic points iñX. First we want to show that all points in
the intersection

I := ev�1
1 (Q1)\�� �\ev�1

n (Qn) (1)

on M̄0;n(X̃;β) correspond to irreducible stable maps. To do this, we decompose the
moduli spaceM̄0;n(X̃;β) into the spacesMτ := M(X̃;τ) according to the topology of
the curves and show thatI \Mτ is empty for eachτ corresponding to reducible curves.

So assume thatτ is a topology corresponding to stable maps(C; f ) whose irreducible
componentsthat are not contracted byf areC1; : : : ;Ca. For 1� i � a, let βi 6= 0 be the
homology class off onCi and letni be the number of markings on the componentCi .

By amaximal contracted subschemewe will mean a maximal connected subscheme
of C consisting only of components ofC that are contracted byf . A maximal con-
tracted subscheme will be calledmarked if it contains at least one of the marked
points. For each 1� i � a, we defineρi to be the number of marked maximal con-
tracted subschemes ofC that have non-empty intersection withCi .
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We can assume that each maximal contracted subscheme hast atmost one marked
point, since otherwise the intersection (1) will certainlybe empty. This means that
each maximal contracted subscheme must have at least two points of intersection with
the other components of the curve, since otherwise the prestable map(C;x1; : : : ;xn; f )
would not be stable. We conclude that each marked point that lies in a contracted
component (there are(n�∑i ni) of them) must be counted in at least two of theρi :

∑
i

ρi � 2(n�∑
i

ni): (2)

Now there is a morphism

Φ : Mτ !M0;n1+ρ1(X̃;β1)��� ��M0;na+ρa(X̃;βa) (3)

mapping a stable mapC to its non-contracted components, where on each such com-
ponent we take as marked points theni marked points ofC lying on this component
together with the intersection points of the component withthe maximal contracted
subschemes. We denote byΦi : Mτ ! M0;ni+ρi(X̃;βi) the composition ofΦ with the
projections onto the factors of the right hand side of (3).

We now consider again the intersectionI in (1) and show thatΦ(I \Mτ) is empty for
all topologiesτ but the trivial one, hence showing thatI \Mτ is empty. Note that in
Φi(I \Mτ) the image point of each of theni +ρi marked points is fixed to be a certain
Q j . But we have seen in lemma 6.3 that, ifΦi(I \Mτ)�M0;ni+ρi(X̃;βi) is non-empty,
this requiresni +ρi to be at most 2d(βi)+e(βi). Therefore we get

n� 2n�∑
i

ni

(2)�∑(ni +ρi)�∑
i
(2d(βi)+e(βi))= 2d(β)+e(β) = 1

2
vdim M̄0;0(X̃;β) = n:

Hence we must have equality everywhere, which means first of all that ∑i ni = n and
thereforeρi = 0 for all i. Moreover, it follows that the numberni of marked points with
prescribed image inΦi(I \Mτ) is equal to 2d(βi)+e(βi) for all i, showing that there
can be no component ofC of type (ii) according to the classification of lemma 6.3 (to be
precise, that for alli, C is mapped underΦi to a moduli space which is not of type (ii)).
If there are only components of type (i), then we have the casethatβ= d H�d E0

i �d E0
j

for somed > 2 andi 6= j (note that there cannot be two components of type (i) with
different(i; j) since theLi j do not intersect). As we excluded this case in the theorem,
we conclude that there must be at least one component ofC of type (iii). We are going
to show that there is in fact only one component which must then necessarily be of
type (iii).

We first exclude components of type (i). Note that on each componentCi of type (iii)
we imposeni generic point conditions. Since dimM0;ni (X̃;βi) = 3ni , this means by
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the Bertini lemma 4.7 (ii) thatΦi(I \Mτ) � M0;ni (X̃;βi) is zero-dimensional (if not
empty). Moreover, if we letZi � M0;ni (X̃;βi) be the substack of curves intersectingL[ (H\E), then dimZi < 3ni by lemma 6.3, and hence again by Bertini,Φi(I \Mτ)
will not intersectZi , i.e. the curves inΦi(I \Mτ) do not intersectL[ (H\E). This is
true for any component of type (iii). Hence, if there were also a component of type (i)
which is contained in anLi j , the curve would not be connected, which is impossible.
Therefore we can only have components of type (iii).

Assume now that we have at least two components of type (iii).We will again show
that these components do not intersect, leading to a contradiction. We define

V1 := [(C;x1;:::;xn1; f )2Φ1(I\Mτ) f (C)� X̃;
V2 := a[

i=2

[(C;x1;:::;xni ; f )2Φi(I\Mτ) f (C)� X̃:
We already remarked thatΦi(I \Mτ) is zero-dimensional for alli and corresponds to
curves none of which intersectsL[ (H\E), henceV1 andV2 are one-dimensional
subvarieties of̃Xn(L[ (H\E)). We now defineM := fdiag(v0;v1;v2;v3) j vi 2 C �g=C � � PGL (3)
to be the space of all invertible projective diagonal matrices. Obviously the elements
of M can be considered as automorphisms ofP̃3(4) with our choice of the blown-up
points. We now consider the map

Ψ : V1�M! X̃n(L[ (H\E))(Q;µ) 7! µ(Q)
and determine the dimension of its fibres. Fix a pointQ0 2 X̃n(L[ (H\E)).� If Q0 =2H[E , then for anyQ2 X̃n(L[(H\E)) there is at most oneµ2M such

thatµ(Q) = Q0 (in fact, there is exactly one suchµ if Q =2 H[E and no suchµ
otherwise). Therefore the fibreΨ�1(Q0) is one-dimensional (in fact, isomorphic
toV1n(H[E)).� If Q0 2 Hi for somei, then anyQ 2 X̃n(L[ (H\E)) that can be transformed
into Q0 by an element ofM must also lie inHi. In this case, we then have aC � -family of elements ofMmappingQ to Q0. SinceV1 meetsHi only in finitely
many points (otherwise we would be in case (ii) of lemma 6.3),the fibreΨ�1(Q0)
is again (at most) one-dimensional.� If Q0 2 Ei for somei, we again get at most one-dimensional fibres by exactly the
same reasoning as for theHi .
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We have thus shown that all fibres ofΨ are at most one-dimensional. HenceΨ�1(V2)
can be at most two-dimensional. But this means that there must be aµ 2 M such
thatV1�fµg\Ψ�1(V2) = /0, or in other words such thatµ(V1)\V2 = /0. So if we now
transform the prescribed imagesQi 2 X̃ of those marked points lying on the component
C1 by µ, this will transformV1 to µ(V1), with the result that the componentC1 does not
intersect the others. This would lead to curves that are not connected, which is a
contradiction.

So we finally see that only the trivial topologyτ corresponding to irreducible curves
can contribute toI , and moreover that these irreducible curves are of type (iii) accord-
ing to lemma 6.3. Hence if we letZ� M̄0;n(X̃;β) be the closure of the substack corre-
sponding to irreducible curves andRbe the union of the other irreducible components,
then by lemma 1.1 we can write[M̄0;n(X̃;β)℄virt = [Z℄+some cycle supported onR:
But as we have just shown, the intersectionI to be considered is disjoint fromR, so we
can drop this additional cycle and evaluate the intersection onZ. Then it follows from
the Bertini lemma 4.7 (iii) that the invariantIβ(T ) is enumerative, since the generic
element ofZ has no automorphisms, as shown in lemma 6.3. 2
7 Tangency conditions via blow-ups

In this section we will show how to count curves inX = Pr of given homology classβ
that intersect a fixed pointP2 X with tangent direction in a specified linear subspace
of TX;P. One would expect that this can be done on the blow-upX̃ of X at P, since the
condition that a curve inX has tangent direction in a specified linear subspace ofTX;P
of codimensionk (where 1� k� r�1) translates into the statement that the strict trans-
form of the curve intersects the exceptional divisorE in a specifiedk-codimensional
projective subspace ofE �= Pr�1. As such ak-codimensional projective subspace ofE
has class�(�E)k+1, we would expect that the answer to our problem is

I X̃
β�E0(T 
�(�E)k+1)

whereT denotes as usual the other incidence conditions that the curves should satisfy.

We will show in theorem 7.1 that this is in fact the case as longask 6= r�1. However,
if k = r � 1, so that we want to have a fixed tangent direction atP, things get more
complicated. This can be seen as follows: consider the invariant IX

β (T 
 pt


2) on X,
about which we know that it counts the number of curves onX through the classes inT and through two generic pointsP andP0 in X. We now want to see what happens if
P0 andP approach each other and finally coincide. Basically, ifP0 approachesP, there
are two possibilities: either the two pointsx andx0 on the curve that are mapped toP
andP0 also approach each other (left picture), or they do not (right picture):
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P P’ P’P

In the limit P0 ! P, the curves on the left become curves throughP tangent to the
limit of the linesPP0, and those on the right simply become curves intersectingP with
global multiplicity two. But the latter we have already counted in theorem 5.3. So we
expect in this case

IX
β (T 
 pt


2) = (curves throughT and throughP with specified tangent)+2I X̃

β�2E0(T )
where the factor two arises because in the right picture, thepointsx andx0 on the curve
can be interchanged in the limit whereP = P0 andx 6= x0. This should motivate the
results of the following theorem. Some numerical examples can be found in 8.6.

Theorem 7.1 Let X = Pr and let0 6= β 2 A1(X) be an effective homology class. Let
P2 X be a point,k2 f1; : : : ; r�1g andW a generic projective subspace ofP(TX;P) of
codimensionk. LetT = γ1
 : : :
 γn be a collection of effective classes inX such that
∑i codim γi = vdim M̄0;n(X;β)� r +1�k.

Then, for generic subschemesVi � X with [Vi ℄ = γi , the number of irreducible stable
maps(C;x1; : : : ;xn+1; f ) satisfying the conditions� f generically injective,� f�[C℄ = β,� f (xi) 2Vi for all i,� f (xn+1) = P,� the tangent direction off atxn+1 lies inW (i.e. if f̃ :C! X̃ is the strict transform,

then f̃ (xn+1) 2W� P(TX;P)�= E),

is equal to

I X̃
β�E0(T 
�(�E)k+1) if k< r�1;

IX
β (T 
 pt


2)�2I X̃

β�2E0(T ) if k= r�1;
where each such curve is counted with multiplicity one.
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Proof Consider the Gromov-Witten invariantI X̃
β�E0(T 
�(�E)k+1). We will show

that this invariant counts what we want, apart from a correction term in the casek =
r�1.

As usual, we decompose the moduli spaceM̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0) according to the topology
of the curves

M̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0) =[
τ

M(X̃;τ)
and determine which partsM(X̃;τ) give rise to contributions to the intersection

ev�1
1 (V1)\�� �\ev�1

n (Vn)\ev�1
n+1(W) (1)

on M̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0) (note that[W℄ =�(�E)k+1 on X̃).

We use proposition 5.2 (ii) and distinguish the five cases of this proposition. Assume
thatM(X̃;τ) satisfies (a). SetI := ev�1

1 (V1)\ �� � \ev�1
n (Vn) on M̄0;n+1(X;β). By the

Bertini lemma 4.7 (ii), this intersection is of codimension

∑
i

codimVi = vdim M̄0;n(X̃;β)� r +1�k= vdim M̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0)�k�1� dim φ(M(X̃;τ))+ r�k�1 (by (a))� dim φ(M(X̃;τ)); (sincek� r�1)

whereφ : M(X̃;τ) ,! M̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0)! M̄0;n+1(X;β) is the morphism given by the
functoriality of the moduli spaces of stable maps. Hence, byBertini again,φ�1(I) will
be a finite set of points. But since the pointxn+1 of the curves inφ�1(I) is not restricted
at all, it is actually impossible thatφ�1(I) is finite unless it is empty. So we see that we
get no contribution to the intersection (1) fromM(X̃;τ).
Before we look at the cases (b) to (e) of proposition 5.2 (ii),we setZ = ev�1

n+1(E) �
M̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0) and decomposeZ analogously toM̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0) asZ =Sτ Z(τ).
Then we obviously have

dim Z(τ) =(dim M(X̃;τ)�1 if xn+1 is on a non-exceptional component of the curve;
dim M(X̃;τ) if xn+1 is on an exceptional component of the curve:

(2)

There are evaluation mapsevi : Z(τ)! X̃ for 1� i � n and eevn+1 : Z(τ)! E �= Pr�1,
and the intersection (1) now becomes the intersection

ev�1
1 (V1)\�� �\ev�1

n (Vn)\ eev�1
n+1(W); (3)

on Z(τ), whereVi � X̃ andW � Pr�1 are chosen generically.
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We now continue to look at the cases (b) to (e) of proposition 5.2 (ii). If M(X̃;τ)
satisfies (b), then the intersection (3) will be empty by Bertini, since

∑
i

codim γi +codimW = vdim M̄0;n(X;β)� r +1= vdim M̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0)�1� dim M(X̃;τ)+1 (by (b))� dim Z(τ)+1: (by (2))

Similarly, this follows for (c): because ofη(τ) = 0 we have no exceptional component,
hence we must have the first possibility in (2), i.e.

∑
i

codim γi +codimW = vdim M̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0)�1� dim M(X̃;τ) (by (c))� dim Z(τ)+1: (by (2))

Hence we are only left with the cases (d) and (e). In case (d) wemust have the first
possibility in (2) since the curve is irreducible, hence

∑
i

codim γi +codimW = vdim M̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0)�1= dim M(X̃;τ)�1 (by (d))= dim Z(τ): (by (2))

The intersection (3) is transverse and finite by Bertini. Moreover, the dimension
of M(X̃;τ) coincides with vdimM̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0), and there are no obstructions on
M̄(X̃;τ) by lemma 4.4 (i). Hence, using lemma 1.1 in the same way as we did in the
proof of theorem 5.3, we see that we get a contribution to the Gromov-Witten invari-
ant I X̃

β�E0(T 
�(�E)k+1) from exactly the curves we wanted. One can depict these
curves as follows:

Ef(C)

W

n+1f(x      )

Note that, by corollary 3.2, in the casek= r�1 we have

I X̃
β�E0(T 
�(�E)r) = I X̃

β�E0(T 
 pt) = IX
β (T 
 pt


2):
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It remains to look at case (e). There we have

∑
i

codim γi +codimW = vdim M̄0;n+1(X̃;β�E0)�1= dim M(X̃;τ) (by (e))� dim Z(τ): (by (2))

Note that again there are no obstructions onM̄(X̃;τ) by lemma 5.1.

Hence, to get a non-zero contribution from (e) to the intersection (3), we must have
equality in the last line, which fixes the component wherexn+1 lies. We thus have
reducible curves with exactly two components, one component C1 with marked points
x1; : : : ;xn and homology classβ�2E0, and the other componentC2 with marked point
xn+1 and homology classE0. Moreover, the intersection (3) must be transverse and
finite by Bertini. But this is only possible ifk = r � 1, since the only conditions on
the exceptional lineC2 are that it has to intersectC1 and thatxn+1 maps toW, and this
cannot fixC2 uniquely unlessW is a point, i.e.k= r�1. This finishes the proof of the
theorem in the casek< r�1.

In the casek= r�1, we have just shown that the curves in the intersection (3) look as
follows:

E

f(C   )2

W=f(x      )n+1

f(C   )1

Here, one has to show that the generic curve of homology classβ�2E0 intersects the
exceptional divisor twice, and not only once with multiplicity two. But this is easy to
see: irreducible curves of homology classβ�2E0 intersecting the exceptional divisor
once with multiplicity two correspond via strict transformto curves of homology class
β in Pr having a cusp atP. For mapsf : P1 ! X = Pr it is however easy to see that the
requirement that a specified pointx2 P1 is mapped toP and thatd f(x) = 0 imposes
2r independent conditions, so the space of irreducible stablemaps of homology class
β with a cusp atP has dimension

dim M0;1(X;β)�2r = dim M0;0(X̃;β�2E0)�1;
so the generic curve iñX of homology classβ�2E0 does indeed intersect the excep-
tional divisor twice and looks as in the picture above.
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Therefore, to get the correct enumerative answer, we have tosubtract the contribution
from this case (e). But this is easily done, since we now know that this contribution
is twice the number of curves of homology classβ� 2E0 satisfying the conditionsT (the factor two arises since the componentC2 can be attached to both points of
intersection of the componentf (C1) with E). By theorem 5.3, we know that this
number isI X̃

β�2E0(T ). This finishes the proof also in the casek= r�1. 2
One can of course ask whether the analogue of theorem 7.1 is true also for several
tangency conditions at different points. As imaginable from our work in this chapter,
the answer in general is no, and the problems arising here areessentially the same as
those discussed in the previous sections when considering multiple blow-ups.

However, as (most) invariants oñP2(s) are enumerative by [GP], one can expect an
analogue of theorem 7.1 in this case. Indeed, numerical calculations show that this
seems to be true: if one calculates with these methods what should be the number
of rational curves inP2 tangent toc general lines atc fixed points, and intersecting
additionala general points, one obtains exactly the numbersN(a;0;c) of Ernström and
Kennedy [EK] that have been computed by completely different methods and shown
to be enumeratively correct.

8 Numerical examples

Example 8.1 Gromov-Witten invariants oñP2(1)
According to theorem 5.3, the Gromov-Witten invariantsI P̃2(1)

d H0+eE0(pt


(3d+e�1)) for
d > 0 are equal to the numbers of degreed plane rational curves meeting 3d+e�1
generic points in the plane, and in addition passing througha fixed point inP2 with
global multiplicity�e. All these curves are counted with multiplicity one. Some of
the invariants are listed in the following table.

d = 1 d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7
e= 0 1 1 12 620 87304 26312976 14616808192
e=�1 1 1 12 620 87304 26312976 14616808192
e=�2 0 0 1 96 18132 6506400 4059366000
e=�3 � 0 0 1 640 401172 347987200
e=�4 � 0 0 0 1 3840 7492040
e=�5 � 0 0 0 0 1 21504
e=�6 � � 0 0 0 0 1

The equality of the first two lines follows from the geometricmeaning of the invariants
(see theorem 5.3) as well as from corollary 3.2. In [GP], L. G¨ottsche and R. Pand-
haripande also compute the numbers given here, together with those for blow-ups ofP2 in any number of points, and they prove the enumerative significance of all these
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numbers if the prescribed multiplicity in at least one of theblown-up points is one or
two. The numbers fore=�2 have been computed earlier by different methods in [P].

The fact thatI P̃2(1)
d H0�(d�1)E0(pt


2d) = 1 can also be understood geometrically: a curveC

of degreed in P2 passing with multiplicityd�1 through a pointP has genus

1
2
(d�1)(d�2)� 1

2
(d�1)(d�2) = 0;

i.e. it is always a rational curve. Hence the space of degreed rational curves with a(d�1)-fold point in P is simply a linear system of the expected dimension, showing
that the corresponding Gromov-Witten invariant must be 1.

Example 8.2 Gromov-Witten invariants oñP3(1)
As in the previous example, the Gromov-Witten invariantsI P̃3(1)

d H0+eE0(pt


(2d+e)) for d>
0 are equal to the numbers of degreed rational curves inP3 meeting 2d+e generic
points, and in addition passing through a fixed point inP3 with global multiplicity�e.

d = 1 d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7 d = 8
e= 0 1 0 1 4 105 2576 122129 7397760
e=�1 1 0 1 4 105 2576 122129 7397760
e=�2 0 0 0 0 12 384 23892 1666128
e=�3 � 0 0 0 0 0 620 72528
e=�4 � 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Example 8.3 Gromov-Witten invariants oñP3(2)
By theorem 6.4, the numbersI P̃3(2)

d H0+e1E0
1+e2 E0

2
(pt


(2d+e1+e2)) for d > 0 are enumerative

unlessd > 2, e1 =�d, e2 =�d (for those cases, see proposition 8.5). This means that
they are equal to the numbers of degreed rational curves inP3 meeting 2d+e1+e2

generic points inP3, and in addition passing through two fixed points with global
multiplicities�e1 and�e2, respectively.(e1;e2) d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7 d = 8 d = 9(�2;�2) 1=8 0 0 1 48 4374 360416 39100431(�3;�2) � 0 0 0 0 96 14040 2346168(�3;�3) � 1=27 0 0 0 1 384 119134(�4;�2) � 0 0 0 0 0 0 18132(�4;�3) � � 0 0 0 0 0 640(�4;�4) � � 1=64 0 0 0 0 1

The numbers with one of theei =�1 can be obtained from corollary 3.2 and example
8.2.
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Example 8.4 Gromov-Witten invariants oñP4(2)
The invariantsI P̃4(2)

d H0+e1 E0
1+e2 E0

2
( � ) for d > 0 are enumerative if only one of the blown-

up points is involved (i.e. if one of theei is zero) or if one of theei is equal to�1 (by
corollary 3.2). It has already been mentioned that in almostall other cases, the invari-
ants are not enumerative. As examples, we list in the following table some invariants

I P̃4(2)
d H0+e1E0

1+e2 E0
2
(T ) whereT = pt


a
 (H2)


b with a� 0, 0� b� 2 being the unique

numbers such that 5d+3e1+3e2+1= 3a+b.(e1;e2) d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7 d = 8(�1;�1) 1 0 1 161 270 831 1351863(�2;�1) 0 0 0 9 16 105 233040(�2;�2) � 1=4 0 5=4 9=4 29=2 154683=4(�3;�1) � 0 0 0 0 0 2625(�3;�2) � 0 0 0 3=4 1 2533=2(�3;�3) � � 1=27 13=108 �1=12 �1=54 32471=108(�4;�1) � 0 0 0 0 0 0(�4;�2) � � 0 0 0 0 16

Example 8.5 Non-enumerative invariants oñP3(4)
We have seen in theorem 6.4 that the only non-enumerative invariants oñP3(4) involv-
ing only point classes are those of the formId H0�d E0

1�d E0
2
(1) for d� 2 (where the 1 is

to be understood as an element ofA�(X̃)


0, i.e. there are no cohomology classes in the
invariant). We will now explicitly compute these invariants and discuss their meaning.

Let X̃ = P̃3(2). Let L be the strict transform of the line joining the two blown-up
points, its normal bundle iñX isO(�1)�O(�1). If we let β = d H0�d E0

1�d E0
2 for

somed� 2, then stable maps of homology classβ correspond to degreed coverings of
L. In fact, the moduli spacēM0;0(X̃;β) of these coverings is equal tōM0;0(P1;d) and
has dimension 2d�2. Applying [BF] proposition 7.3 we see that the Gromov-Witten

invariantI P̃3(2)
d H0�d E0

1�d E0
2
(1) is equal to the integralZ

M̄0;0(P1;d) c2d�2
�
R1π� f �(O(�1)�O(�1))�

whereπ : M̄0;1(P1;d)! M̄0;0(P1;d) is the universal curve andf : M̄0;1(P1;d)! P1

the evaluation map. One can see that this does not depend onX̃ any more, but just on
the normal bundle ofL.

Before we do the actual computation — the integral will turn out to bed�3 — one
should note that this number has some history. Its most important application is
the case of a quintic threefoldQ, where rigid rational curves (of any degree) also
have normal bundleO(�1)�O(�1). All methods to compute the numbers of ra-
tional curves of a given degree onQ will determine the degree of the zero-cycle



8 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 48[M̄0;0(Q;β)℄virt 2 A0(M̄0;0(Q;β)), but this number counts not only the number of ra-
tional curves of classβ, but alsod-fold covering maps of all rational curves of class
β=d. Knowing that these multiple coverings are counted with multiplicity d�3, one can
then subtract them from the degree of the zero-cycle[M̄0;0(Q;β)℄virt to get the actual
number of rational curves of degreeβ on Q.

When the numbers of rational curves on the quintic threefoldhad been computed first
by physicists [COGP], they just guessed the multiplicityd�3 because it was the only
one that turned their predictions of the number of rational curves into non-negative
integers. Later, Yu. Manin [M] and independently P. Aspinwall and D. Morrison [AM]
(using an a priori different definition of the multiplicity)derived this multiplicity rig-
orously, however their methods are very complicated. We cannow give a remarkably
simple way to compute it as a byproduct of our work on Gromov-Witten invariants of
blow-ups.

To compute the invariant, we use the equationEβ+E0
1
(1 ; H;H j E1;E2

1). The only
possibilities how the homology classβ +E0

1 = d H0� (d� 1)E0
1� d E0

2 can split up
into two effective classes are

β1 = d1H 0�d1E0
1�d1E0

2; β2 = d2H 0� (d2�1)E0
1�d2E0

2

for d1+d2 = d andd1;d2 � 0. First we look at the invariants with homology classβ2

and claim that they all vanish ford2 � 2. The virtual dimension ofM̄0;0(X̃;β2) is 2,
so we have to impose two conditions on the curves we are counting. It is easy to see
that all stable maps with homology classβ2 are reducible, such that one component
maps to a line in the exceptional divisorE1

�= P2, and all the others intoL. This means
that no such curve can intersect the strict transform of a general line inP̃3(2) or of a
general line throughP2, and henceIβ2

(T ) vanishes wheneverT contains one of the

classesH2, E2
2, andpt. But also no such curve can intersecttwo strict transforms of

general lines iñP3(2) throughP1, so we also haveIβ2
((H2�E2

1)


2) = 0. Hence, by
the multilinearity of the Gromov-Witten invariants it follows that all invariants with
homology classβ2 vanish ford2 � 2.

The equationEβ+E0
1
(1 ; H;H j E1;E2

1) reduces therefore to the simple statement

0= Id H0�d E0
1�d E0

2
(H
H
E1) IE0

1
(E1
E2

1
E2
1)| {z }=�1� I(d�1)H 0�(d�1)E0

1�(d�1)E0
2
(H
E1
E1) IH 0�E0

2
(H
E2

1
E2
1):

The invariantIH 0�E0
2
(H
E2

1
E2
1) is easily computed to be�1, e.g. using the algo-

rithm 2.5. Hence, by the divisor axiom we get

d3 Id H0�d E0
1�d E0

2
(1) = (d�1)3 I(d�1)H 0�(d�1)E0

1�(d�1)E0
2
(1):
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Together withIH 0�E0
1�E0

2
(1) = 1 (which follows for example from corollary 3.2), we

see that

Id H0�d E0
1�d E0

2
(1) = d�3:

It should be noted that our additional considerations aboveto prove the vanishing of
Gromov-Witten invariants of homology classd2H 0� (d2� 1)E0

1� d2E0
2 for d2 > 0

would not have been necessary to compute the desired invariants, they just made the
calculation easier. According to theorem 2.1, we could of course also use the algorithm
2.5 without further thinking, and everything would take care of itself.

Example 8.6 Curves with tangency conditions

The following table shows some of the numbers

Nr;k;d;T =8<:I P̃r(1)
d H0�E0(T 
�(�E)k+1) if k< r�1

IPr

d H0(T 
 pt


2)�2I P̃r(1)
d H0�2E0(T ) if k= r�1

which are according to theorem 7.1 equal to the numbers of curves inPr of degreed
through generic subspaces ofPr according toT , and intersecting a fixed pointP2 Pr

with tangent direction contained in a given linear subspaceof TPr;P of codimensionk.(r;k) T d = 2 d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 d = 7(2;1) pt


(3d�3) 1 10 428 51040 13300176 6498076192(3;1) pt


(2d�2)
H2 1 3 28 485 14376 639695(3;2) pt


(2d�2) 0 1 4 81 1808 74345

The numbers in the first row have already been computed by L. Ernström and G.
Kennedy [EK] by different methods.

9 Blow-ups of subvarieties

In the last section of this chapter we will discuss two examples of blow-ups ofPr

along higher-dimensional subvarieties, leading to well-known classical results about
multisecants of space curves and abelian surfaces inP4, respectively.

Example 9.1 Blow-ups of curves inP3

Let X = P3 andY � X be a smooth curve of degreed and genusg. Let X̃ be the
blow-up ofX alongY. We are going to compute the Gromov-Witten invariants

q := I X̃
H 0�4E0(1) and t := I X̃

H 0�3E0(H2)
whereE0 is the class of a fibre over a point inY. Irreducible curves of homology class
H 0+ eE0 for e< 0 obviously correspond to lines inY intersecting the curveY with
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multiplicity �e, i.e. to (�e)-secants ofY. Hence, we expectt to be the number of
3-secants ofY intersecting a fixed line andq to be the number of 4-secants ofY. It is
however not at all clear that this interpretation is valid, and indeed in some cases it is
not, since there are e.g. space curves with infinitely many 4-secants. We will be able
to see this already from the result since the numberst andq can well be negative.

Nevertheless,t andq can be regarded to be the “virtual” number of 3-secants through a
line and 4-secants, respectively. These (virtual) numbershave already been computed
classically — the computation goes back to Cayley (1863). Some more recent work
on this topic has been done by Le Barz [L]. We will see that the numbers we obtain by
Gromov-Witten theory are the same, although it is not clear that, in the case where there
are infinitely many such multisecants, the classical and theGromov-Witten definition
of the “virtual number” agree.

Of course, the algorithms we developed so far do not tell us how to compute the num-
bers, so we will sketch here a possible way to calculate them.

Step 1: Intersection ring.(This can be computed easily using the methods of [F1].)
The ring structure ofA�(X̃) is determined byA1(X̃) = hH;Ei andA2(X̃) = hH2;Fi
(whereE is the exceptional divisor andF is the Poincaré dual of the homology class
E0 introduced above) and the following non-zero intersectionproducts involving at
least one exceptional class:

E �E = (4d+2g�2)F�d H2;
E �H = d F;
E �F =�pt:

Step 2: Invariants with homology classβ = eE0, e> 0. Since these curves have to be
contained in the exceptional divisor, the invariantsIeE0(T ) are certainly zero ifT con-
tains a non-exceptional class. By the divisor axiom, the only independent classes to
compute are thereforeIeE0(F


e). The curves that are counted there must bee-fold
coverings of a fibre over a point inY, so this invariant is zero fore� 2 since we then
require the curve to lie in two different fibres. Finally, thegeometric statement that
IE0(H2�F) = 1 (we count curves that are a fibre over a point inY, and the condition
H2�F fixes the point) means thatIE0(F) =�1.

Step 3: Invariants with homology classβ = H 0. For geometric reasons, the invariant
IH 0(T ) is zero ifT contains an exceptional class and coincides with the corresponding
one onP3 otherwise, i.e.

IH 0((H2)


4) = 2; IH 0((H2)


2
 pt) = 1; IH 0(pt


2) = 1:
Step 4: Invariants with homology classβ = H 0+eE0, e< 0. The main equation that
we use isEH 0+(e+1)E0(T ; H;H j E;E) for e< 0. Assume thatT contains no divisor
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classes. Letα be the number of classesF in T and assume further thatα+e 6= 0. Then
the equation reads after some ordering of the terms

IH 0+eE0(T ) = 1
α+e

�(2g�2+(6+2e)d)IH 0+(e+1)E0(T 
F)+((e+1)2�d)IH 0+(e+1)E0(T 
H2)�:
We now list the results in the order they can be computed recursively (and state the
equations used to compute the invariant in the cases whereα+ e= 0 such that the
above equation is not applicable).

IH 0�E0((H2)


3) = 2d;
IH 0�E0(H2
 pt) = d;

IH 0�E0(T 
F


2) = 0 for anyT ;
IH 0�E0(F
H2
H2) = 1 usingEH 0(H2
H2 ; H;H j E;F);

IH 0�E0(F
 pt) = 1 usingEH 0(pt ; H;H j E;F);
IH 0�2E0(H2
H2) = d(d�2)+1�g;

IH 0�2E0(pt) = d(d�3)
2

+1�g;
IH 0�2E0(F
H2) = d�1;
IH 0�2E0(F
F) = 1 usingEH 0�E0(F ; H;H j E;F);

IH 0�3E0(H2) = t = (d�1)(d�2)(d�3)
3

�g(d�2);
IH 0�3E0(F) = (d�1)(d�4)

2
+1�g;

IH 0�4E0(1) = q= 1
12

(d�2)(d�3)2(d�4)� g
2
(d2�7d+13�g):

The numberst andq coincide with the classical ones stated in [L].

Example 9.2 Blow-up of an abelian surface inP4

In analogy to example 9.1 we will now blow up an abelian surfaceY of degree 10 in
X = P4. The invariantIH 0�6E0(1), whereE0 again denotes the fibre over a point inY,
is expected to be the number of 6-secants of the abelian variety, which is known to be
25. One can show that this is indeed the case. Since the calculation is very similar to
the one in 9.1, we will sketch only very briefly the steps to obtain the result.

Step 1: Intersection ring.Assume thatY is generic such thatA1(Y) is one-dimensional.
Let α 2 A1(Y) be a hyperplane section ofY. Defineγ = j�g�α, where j : E! X̃ is the
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inclusion andg : E ! Y the projection. LetF be the Poincaré dual ofE0 introduced
above. ThenA�(X̃) is determined by

A1(X̃) = hH;Ei; A2(X̃) = hH2;γi; A3(X̃) = hH3;Fi
and the following non-zero intersection products involving at least one of the excep-
tional classes:

E �E = 5γ�10H2;
E �H = γ;
E � γ = 50F�10H3;

E �H2 = 10F;
E �F =�pt;

γ � γ =�10pt;
γ �H = 10F:

Step 2: Initial data for the recursion.The invariants with homology classH 0 again co-
incide with those onP4 or are zero if they contain an exceptional cohomology class.
Invariants with homology classeE0 are zero fore� 2, and the relevant invariants for
e= 1 areIE0(F) =�1 andIE0(γ
 γ) = 10.

Step 3: Recursion relations.To determine an invariantIH 0+eE0(T ) for e< 0, use the
following equations:� If T contains a classF, use equationEH 0+(e+1)E0(T 0 ; H;H j E;F), whereT 0 is

defined byT = T 0
F.� If T contains a classγ, use equationEH 0+(e+1)E0(T 0 ; H;H j γ;E), whereT 0 is
defined byT = T 0
 γ.� If T contains no exceptional class, useEH 0+(e+1)E0(T ; H;H j E;E).

Using these equations, one can determine the invariants recursively for decreasing val-
ues ofeand finally obtainIH 0�6E0(1) = 25.

It should be remarked that this calculation can be done for any surface inP4. The
computations can then still be done in the same way, however they get of course much
more complicated since they will involve the numerical invariants of the surface.
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